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o Springefest
City Council rejects Springfest, students begin to plan event regardless
By NATHAN STEINER
News Reporter

Mankato State:
Mankato State University Student Association President Mike
Olson resigned in a letter to the
Mankato State Unversity Student
Senate before spring break.
Olson was asked to resign by a
vote of "no confidence" after he
admitted using student discount
card profits for personal use.
Before Olson resigned he reimbursed the senate in full for the
money he used on personal items.
Upon his resignation Jody Vogl,
former vice-president, immediately
took over the duties of MSSA president.
Olson said his decision to step
down was based primarily on the
outcome of the no vote.
"The senate made it abundantly
clear they had no faith left in my
leadership," Olson said.

Metro State:
Metro State's northwest
surburban spring classes are going
to be housed in the Radison Hotel
and Conference Center in Plymouth.
The university origi nally signed
a lease to house spring quarter
classes at the Triad Office Building
in Brooklyn Park. The lease was
broken by new office management
leaving the university without a
place to house classes.
Currently, Metro State is looking to consolidate northwest suburban classes into one permanent
facility.

Hopes for a n organized Springfest
at Lake Park were dashed Monday
night by a unanimous Winona City
Council vote which refused to grant
permission to Winona State University to use theband shell for the event.
Winona Mayor Tom Slaggie was
the only member of the city council
who spoke in favor of granting the
university permission to use the band
shell on April 26; however, he is not
able to vote except in the case of a
draw between the other members.
Regardless of appeals made by
Dave Reynolds, University Programming and Activities Committee
(U-PAC) president, who presented
letters from two Lake Park residents
in favor of the event, Student Senate
President Mark Bergmann armed
with a petition, and John Kane, vicepresident of student affairs, who had
statistics of the university's community contribution, the Council rejected
the proposal.
The revised proposal from last year
included increasing the number of
toilets from 36 to well over 70 as well
as running a snow fence along the
property line of the park to deter
students from crossing onto or urinating on private property.
Slaggie said he felt U-PAC made
great strides for cleanliness and
overcame obstacles which came up
in previous Springfest occasions and
were corrected or improved.
To deny them the availability to
the band shell does not take away the
fact that people will be down at the

park, Slaggie said. What concerns
him is the uncontrolled environment
which would be created, where no
fencing or law enforcement would
exist, at a Springfest held without the
city's blessing.
He said the city has an opportunity
to have control over a situation which
would occur anyway and "it's ludicrous to assume that if you say no it's
just not going to occur."
Before the decision Slaggie said,
"In my view the people should be
given the opportunity to put this on,"
and added organizers are making
efforts to address problems with
previous Springfests.
Bergmann said, "I think there can
be a lot of parallels drawn between
Springfest and Steamboat Days. Both
are very celebrated occasions, both
have a lot of people at them and both
are down at Lake Park. The only
difference is Springfest only lasts four
hours while Steamboat Days lasts for
a week.
"I think you have to realize students contribute to the comrriunity,"
said Bergmann. "We've tried to give
something of ourselves to the community which has been good to us."
Jennifer von Allmen/Co-photo editor
A petition was presented to the
Lake Park residents presented photos to city council members of Springfesters urinating on their lawns to
city council with 1,400 signatures,
over 100 of which were from faculty
stress their opposition to the event.
and staff who live in the area.
First ward Councilman Allyn annual group ride labeled the "flood thusiasts coming to town it will add
City councilwoman Sandra
one more difficult thing to an already Wyman said "the event has been to
Thurley said no one doubts the run".
The bikers would bring the need difficult day.
presence of the students. He said he
successful." It's a wonderful event,
He said the students have a big she said, but visitors coming from
couldn't give his support for of the police when Springfest would
Springfest partly because a group of already be taking police effort, impact on Winona and added "You outside Winona to attend Springfest
guys aren't the ones who cause the don't care and ruin it for others.
around 200 to 300 motorcycle enthu- Thurley said.
Second ward Councilman Gerry problems. It's the other ones that cause
siasts from the Twin Cities will be in
Krage said with the motorcycle en- the problems."
See Springfest, page 3
Winona for the weekend as part of an

ew
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By Jodi Young
Assistant Variety Editor

Southwest
State:
Southwest State's social work
program recieved candidacy. The
next step for the department is to
become accredited form the National Council on Social Work Education.
The program just received
canidacy in Febuary.
Social work students can currently get a social work degree but
have to continue classes to receive
licensure.

Student
Senate
this week
If you need extra tickets for
graduation please sign up on the
student senate office. There will
only be a limited number of tickets
available, so sign up soon.
The senate will be discussing
the outcome of the Winona City
Council decision on Springfest.
We are still accepting applications for the office of president,
vice president and treasurer. In
addition, we are accepting applications for 6 Senior senators, 6 Junior
senators and 6 Sophomore senators. Executive officer applications
are due by 4 p.m. this Friday, Apr.
16. Senator applications are due by
4 p.m. on Apr. 24.
Students are needed to serve on
all university committees. All students are welcome. Please inquire
in the senate office.
All clubs and organizations
must attend 60 percent of a Alliance
of Student Organizations (ASO)
meetings to be eligible for activity
f%e funding.

Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor
Johannes Kestner, Junior theater major and Students Opposed to Abortion president, argues to the
student senate Wednesday for his proposed start-up costs and rally funding totaling over $1,000.

Within an hour of their constitution being approved, Students Opposed to Abortion received over
thousand dollars from the student
senate, $820 of which was already
used this past weekend so members
of the club coul•attend a pro-choice
rally in Washington D.C.
The student senate last week approved the Student Activity Fee
Commitee's recommendation for
$250 for start up costs for SOTA and
an additional recommendation for
$820 for the group to attend the April
3 and 4 rally in Washington D.C.
The senate meeting was expected
to be controversial due to last week's
heated debate over whether the senate should approve start up funding
for SOTA before its constitution was
approved.
Because SOTA expected controversy among the senators, the entire
senate meeting was video taped.
Manybelieved that SOTA video taped
the meeting as documentation for the
club.
Much of the conflict started over
the senate's decision whether to approve the $250 for start up costs of the

New pro-life
group gets
money to attend
established prochoice group's
rally
club. In the past, the Student Activity Fee Committee (SAFC) and
senate's recommendation for this
type of appropriation has been approximately $100 to $150, said Jim
Hudson, legislative affairs chair.
While the discussion about the
start up costs were debated,
Johannes Kestner, junior theatre
major and SOTA president, said, "
We did not form out of jealousy of
Students for Choice. We need a prolife voice to represent the student
body. Even today more people ex-

See Senate page 2

Impeachment attempted Cops vex students

Senator Jay Philliber tries to impeach Bergmann and Rainwater, resolutly fails
By BECKY MILTON
Editor In Chief

and JODI YOUNG
Assistant Variety Editor

Student Senator Jay Philliber attempted to impeach President Mark
Bergmann and Vice-President Lisa
Rainwater at last week's student
senate meeting.
The attempt failed.
Philliber said, 'This wasn't a personal vendetta. As long as they understood what I was trying to say, it
didn't matter if I won or lost."
In an impeachment charge, the
student senate constitution states that
any and all charges shall be preented to the Student Association at a
senate meeting."
When asked by Bergmann,
Philliber couldn't name specific
charges.
Philliber said, "I did not have all
my papers going through the constitution for Mark to check it. By the
time I was ready for the specifics of
that charge, it was ruled out of order.

s

"I did not have all my papers
going through the constitution for Mark (Bergmann) to
check it (the charges)"
Jay Philliber
"In effect what they were asking
me to do was to bring the whole case
before the meeting, which is wrong,
dead wrong," he said.
He understood the constitution to
say that impeachment charges needed
to be stated, then immediately be
brought to judicial board, which
handles student complaints against
other students.
Rainwater said Philliber is going
against the constitution by not stating
specific charges in front of the senate.
Philliber charged that Rainwater
violated her duties as vice president
in the areas of elections, recording of
attendance, chair of the executive
board and authorization. Bergmann
was charged with not upholding the

constitution because of the allegations made against Rainwater.
Philliber said, if Lisa is found
guilty of violating the constitution,
then Mark is responsible for her actions under the constitution-stated
subsection."
Bergmann said,"I'm not a microman of this organization. I have total
confidence in my vice-president and
in her abilities. I have never had any
reason to doubt that the constitution
was not being properly followed."
"I have seen all the allegations
against Lisa and I believe all of them
to be untrue," he said.
Bergmann and Rainwater believe
that Philliber should have come more
prepared since this is an extremely
serious charge.
"Impeachment charges are very
serious actions for anyone to make of
anybody," said Rainwater.
Jim Hudson motioned the charges
were out of order. The senate verbally

See Impeachment page 2

Two Winona officers harass students to pay debts
By STUART JOHNSON
News Editor

While on duty, Winona law enforcement officials have been, at the
request of local vendors, not the state, engaged in soliciting remittance of
payment for checks which have returned with non-sufficient funds.
Two Winona State University students who recently submitted checks
of this kind have been harassed by the officers, without court order, to pay
the amount owed, plus service charges.
Richard Meyer, detective for the Winona Police Department, appeared
at iunior history major Jim Dailey's residence, 516 Harriet, demanding
payment for a check. Dailey said Meyer threatened him that if he did not
pay the amount by a specified time during that same day that "I'll take you
downtown and you'll remain in jail over the weekend until a judge can talk
to you on Monday."
Ac cording to Police Chief Frank Pomeroy,Meyer had no jurisdiction or
authority to threaten or execute such action at the time.
According to Daily, Meyer came to his front door at approximately 9:00
a.m. and "made" his roommate wake him up. When Dailey came to the
door Meyer accused Dailey of ignoring multiple phone messages that
Meyer alleged were left with roommates.
Dailey says he was only aware of one such phone call made late in the
day just previous to Meyer's appearance at his residence.
In reference to the time allotted to Dailey to make the payment, Dailey

See Cops, page 3
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Room and board rates to rise again
Michael Mullen
News Reporter

11,000 students in the Minnesota State University System (MSUS) will be
faced with a 5.5 percent increase for room and board beginning fall 1992.
The increase, decided upon by the MSUS on March 26, will result in an
"average annual increase of $135 from $2,400 to $2,535 for a double-occupancy
room and 21 meals per week," according to the MSUS.
The MSUS adds that, 'The new rates are needed to offset inflationary
increases in the cost of fuel and utilities, food, repairs, insurance and other
operating expenses."
However, according to statistics given by Sharon Miller, the MSUS director
of public information, the inflationary average for operating expenses is 3.6
percent.
"At first glance the numbers don't seem to jive, but what we're involved
in is a four year stabilization process in which we try to predict four years out
to try to average it so that there isn't a dramatic increase from one year to the
next," she said.
WSU Student Senate President Mark Bergmann doesn't find the discrepancy in the numbers to be shocking.
it doesn't really surprise me when they're trying to sell something to the
students that there is a difference like this. The statistics can be twisted to
mean just about anything to anyone. I just don't believe that it's justified year
after year."He said.
Miller also said that the four year stabilization process is instituted in order
to guard against years in which there are particularly harsh winters which

Senate
Continued from page 1

Photo Illustration by Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor
The cost of living In rooms on campus next year will be increasing
substantially.

Impeachment
Coninued from page 1
voted unanimously to agree with the
motion. Abstentions weren't called,
which is normal procedure, so there
is no formal record of anyone abstaining from the vote.
Philliber said, "It is a basic unwritten political law that if everybody but
one or two people are going to pass a
motion you either shut your mouth
or abstain. If I had tried to discuss the
motion it would've been ruled out of
order by the chair."
Senators Scott Koch, Todd Cage
and Philliber said they didn't agree
with Hudson's motion and tried to
abstain from it although they weren't
heard.
"I mentally abstained. It was useless to abstain so why should I have
bothered?" said Koch.
The proceedings began with
Philliber reading a list of impeachment charges against Rainwater.
Philliber charged her with violating
her duties according to the Winona
State University Student Association
Constitution.
Coming prepared to the meeting,
Rainwater retaliated the charges by
giving each senator an affidavit explaining the actions in question.
Many student senators were
shocked that Philliber had attempted
to impeach Bergmann and Rainwater.
Chris Haukoos, student senator,
said, "When you present such serious allegations as an impeachment,
you should be able to back the allegations up. There was no evidence of
wrong-doing on either party of both
Mark and Lisa. My relationship with
both Mark and Lisa has never caused
me to have any doubts about their
performance."
Hudson said, 'The allegations are
insane. They are nothing more than a
juvenile attempt from the reactionary faction of student senate to try to
gain more power. I also believe that
Jay was coerced into this, although I
do not know by whom."
Bergmann said, "This hasn't just
hurt me, but the entire senate."
Senator Bryan Gryniewsk said, "I
think anybody should be able to bring
up charges as a right of a senator. The
method was wrong because he did
not give Lisa or Mark any prior no-

lice. The process had major errors. I
do not agree with what he did."
During Phi ll iber' s proceedings the
gavel was passed to Academic Affairs chair Adrienne Mitchell.
Mitchell said that she was not expecting the gavel and that she tried to
handle the situation to the best of her
knowledge.
"I personally found the allegations
ridiculous and unjustified. I have
never had any reasoning to believe
that neither Mark nor Lisa were inadequately serving the students or
performing their duties. This is what
the main concern should be, not personality conflicts," said Mitchell.
Koch said, "From what I remember of Jay's charges they sounded
pretty serious. I didn't suspect it was
coming, but I was not completely
shocked either."
"I heard rumors it (the impeachment) was coming and I don't know
from where or who," Cage said.
Philliber said he talked mostly to
non-senators when creating the
charges although he did talk to a few
senators.
"I would have brought them (the
senators) to J-board," he said. "I
couldn't have proved some things
without them. People are trying to
make this a senate minority group. It
is not."
Koch and Cage had made a list of
errors about the constitution since
the both are on the constitution committee that is responsible with revising the constitution.
Rainwater, chair of committee at
that time, was given this list of errors
by Koch. This was the list Rainwater
used to create her affidavit.
Koch said, "Lisa's affidavit was
what Todd and I came up with on the
constitution committee in order to
identify the problems with the constitution. The problems are in the
personnel area, but it still had to do
with the constitution."
One of Phillipber's charges cited
that Rainwater had violated "Article
VI, section 1 (B), subsection 2." This
same section was cited in the list of
errors Koch gave Rainwater. There
were more than one similarities.
"There were substantial similarities between the document that Koch
gave Lisa and the document Philliber
gave at the senate meeting. "Whether
this is due to a freak accident or just
coincidence is a matter of opinion,"
said Bergmann.

pressed intrest. There are 33 members as evidence of our need on campus. Our drive is to express voices and
the freedom of expression. We want
to squash any rumors."
Hudson said that the large amount
of money requested to start the club
was extreme.
"In all fairness, is it equitable for
us to approve this substantial amount
of money for a group that has no
track record?" Hudson asked the
senators.
Hudson urged the senators not to
vote for the large amounts of funding
until the organization is solid and
will continue to be solid.
All WSU club accounts automatically return all remaining funds back
the senate when the school year ends.
Soon after, student senator Bryan
Gryniewski motioned to ammend the
recommendation to $150.
Senator Scott Koch said, "As all
groups know, fund-raisers do not always succeed. SOTA wants to succeed and subside next year. Without
some base we can not predict what is
going to happen throughout the
quarter."
A number of students representing other organizations on campus
attended the meeting and offered
their opinions from the gallery.
Ann Burfiend, an international
political science major,
said,"Democratic processes break
down. All of us are a part of the
democratic process."
Burfiend went on to give a hypothetical scenario about two clubs requesting money. One group had been
established and had an active recruitment. The other was a young
group that started to add other views
and expressions on campus.
"The young club has to have time
to prove itself, and go through the
learning process. They have to prove
itself. The club that has been around
for a long time deserves the money,"
Burfiend said.
Eric Zirko, a junior mass communication major, said Alpha Epsilon
Rho area bona fide organization that
has been recognized locally, regionally, and nationally for the past six
years. For the last week they were at
a national confrence where they won
many awards and they haven't seen
that kind of money since they began.
After more debate, the senate
agreed to vote on Gryniewski's motion.
A roll call vote was requested by a
senator to see how each senator voted.
By a 24 to 7 vote, Gryniewski's
motion failed, meaning the $150
amount for start up costs was denied.
The senate then revoted and
passed on the start up costs of $250
for SOTA.
Immediately after, the senate
brought up the SAFC's (recommendation for SOTA to recieve an additional $820 for the group to attend the
pro-choice rally in Washington, D.C.
The debate ensued over the inten-

tions of SOTA going to a pro-choice
rally.
Kestner maintained that SOTA's
mission is educational and that
hearing the other side of the abortion
issue would broaden their viewpoint.
"SAFC in all fairness hurried
things (for SOTA) and were not aware
of part of this issue. We need to hear
both sides of the issue to educate the
student body," said Kestner.
Kestner said that the money would
help pay for travel expenses.
Student Senator Jeremy Deysach
said that SOTA was not going to
demonstrate at the rally. He also
stressed the educational purposes
behind SOTA's intentions of travelling to D.C.
"You can't make a logical
arguement if you do not know their
point," said Deysach.
Gryniewski maintained that the
senate should not give $820 more to a
brand new organization.
"I oppose the $820 going to the
organization, not on my personal bias,
but because it is basically strange to
give an upstart organization this kind
of money today or next week. We can
not give $1,070 to an organization
approved15 minutes ago," Gyniewski
said.
Another roll call vote was requested to decide whether the senate
would approve the SAFC's second
recommendation for $820.
The recommendation passed by a
16 to 13 vote, with two abstentions.
Sami Effendi, treasurer of the student senate, said that the decision of
the SAFC to recommend the money
for the trip to Washington was controversial.
"The SAFC looked at every aspect
of it. Most of the problems were
miscommunication. If you go hear
what they are saying it could alleviate the ill feelings. Miscommunication is a big part of the problem that
we do have," said Effendi.
According to Effendi it would be
unfair to judge an organization on
prior history alone.
"What we will do is talk to them
and see how the trip went and see if
they made good use of the money,"
said Effendi.

tend to increase operational expenses considerably.
Although the MSUS says that the increases are "comparable to other postsecondary institutions in the upper Midwest," data has been obtained to the
contrary.
According to the housing office at the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse,
a comparable double-occupancy, 21 meal plan is offered for $2,200, a $335
difference.
Michelle Marthaler, a senior nursing major said, "It's possible that if there
is this large of a difference in the cost of room and board that students may
decide to go elsewhere for higher education."
Winona State Director of Housing and Residence Life, John Ferden,
believes that the increases are necessary in order to keep the buildings safe
and livable.
He said, "Some of the things that have driven these costs up are personal
costs and also the fact that, although many of these buildings are getting to be
fairly old, they have all gotten new roofs within the last six years."
Stephanie Henninger, junior nursing major, thinks that students might
leave the dorms early.
" I could see students deciding to live off campus sooner than they may
have expected. The increase doesn't seem to be comparable to other state
universities outside Minnesota." she said.
Bergmann said, "It seems to me that the students are paying far and away
there fair share at the present time. It's unfortunate that the MSUS finds these
increases to be necessary sometimes."

Friday, April 10th is
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The fun starts at 7:00 p.m.

TAP SPECIAL
$1 BURGERS
Winona Mall

GREAT
WALL

Student senator Dave Schnobel
said he voted against the money for
SOTA's trip because it is spring
quarter and most organizations only
recieved $150.
it was ridiculous giving them the
money. I do not think a club can be
appropriated $820 and not even be
recognized a half hour prior to that I
think they counted on this money too
much. They should not have counted
on the money to be recieved before
the group was approved," said
Schnobel.
A question many senators and
others at the meeting raised is why
there is not a set appropriations figure for all new organizations on
campus.

Authentic Chinese Cuisine
♦ Cantonese ♦ Hunan ♦ Peking
♦ Szechuan ♦ Shanghai
Take-out Orders

♦ Lunch Specials ♦ Beer Available
Catering and Banquet Services

OPEN 7 DAYS
11:00 AM to 9:00 PM
Winona Mall Annex
Off Hwy. 61, Next to Kmart
Phone 452-0393

Effendi said ,"For start up costs
we could do that. That would be a
good thing to work on."

VISA and MasterCard accepted.

Progressive Pitchers from 7 to 9:30
Twister Contest win $10 Bar Tab
•
Free Drink Tickets

2 for $1 Tacos
Special Keystone Prices
Free Drink Tickets 8 to12 .............
.......................•.•...........

Wednesday
Ladies Night
Rail Drinks 1/2 Price
Bush, Ranier, Keystone Specials

•

Monday

Sunday

Brenda Koth, dietitian in WSU Health Service, will show
you how to LOSE WEIGHT & KEEP IT OFF, using the
latest research in FAT and your body's metabolism.

454-2643

Thursday
$1 Cover
Rail Drink and Can beer
Specials

II

Tuesda
Color Code Night
112 Price for Wearing Color of Week
Special Bush Prices

Friday & Saturday
DJ From 8 to Close
SITTIPTITITITTIITIT

....:::,......................................................

EVely Day
Happy Hour from open to 7 p.m.
Special Tap and Mix Prices
from 4 to 7 p.m. 2 for 1 Taps
DJ Every Night 8 to Close

.........,::

Ns.:

79 E. 2nd
452-4606
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Bergmann cleared
of account abuses

D.C. Bound

By STUART JOHNSON
News Editor

Mark Bergmann, student senate
president and former Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB)
student representative was accused
of reimbursement abuses by Ed
Zachary, former student senate treasurer and recent appointee to the
HECB.
Bergmann was cleared of all the
allegations by HECB head David
Powers after an audit was completed
of the reimbursement records.
Just after a Winonan article was
released on April 1 questioning
Zachary's appointment, Zachary
contacted Powers, informing him that
Bergmann had told Zachary of reimbursement abuses Bergmann had
perpetrated.
Zachary declined to comment on
his actions.
Powers immediately contacted
Bergmann to ask him about the allegations and told him that Zachary
was very upset about the article.
Powers said that Bergmann vehemently denied the charges or that
he ever told Zachary about any of the
alleged abuses. Bergmann then encouraged Powers to conduct a full
investigation of Bergmann's reimbursements made over his two year

Deb Benedett/Co-Photo Editor
Members of the college democratic group of WSU and other colleges In Minnesota get last minute
encouragement before leaving for Washington Wednesday night.

Cop s
Continued from page 1
told Meyer that he had class
throughout the day and meetings
later, including a student senate
meeting of which he is a member.
Meyer said in response, "Well,
that is pretty responsible fora student
senator-how would you like the
Winonan to get a hold of this."
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy expressed disdain at how his subordinate acted and called him into conference shortly after he was made
aware of Meyer's actions.
"He acted in an overzealous manner," said Pomeroy, "I let him know
that this practice is not to continue
and that I will not tolerate that kind
of behavior."
Meyer had bee_ n taking payment
for checks at the Law Enforcement

Center and having the secretary write
receipts for payment.
Pomeroy said that practice would
come to a halt as well although he
said that the department will probably make an effort to help venders
collect bad checks in the future.
However, the officers involved will
have strict orders to conduct themselves in a professional manner.
In a related incident, junior political science major Randal McDowell
says that a deputy sheriff of Winona
County came to one of his classrooms in an effort to collect money
from him.
"The (deputy) came into my class,
which is similar in size to a megasection, wrote my name on the chalkboard and shouted out my name demanding that I report to him,"
McDowell said.
McDowell had withdrawn from
the course but received reports from

term.
Of 25 meetings that Bergmann attended, Powers found that on 11 occasions did Bergmann request reimbursement for mileage, and on four
occasions did he ask to reimbursed
for hotel lodging.
Powers said that Bergmann "could
have certainly received more reimbursements and there would have
been no way we would have known."
"We have no reason to believe
that (Bergmann) abused funds in any
way," Powers added.
Among the questions that Zachary
raised included: misusing reimbursements for food, lodging, and
transportation, as Well as soliciting
campaign funding for former Governor Rudy Perpich and wrongfully
giving the money to Joe Graba-another HECB member.
Bergmann, by his own account,
was "disgusted" with Zachary's accusations, and said "I confronted
Zachary about the allegations after I
received a fax from (Powers) clearing
my name and asked (Zachary) if he
had yet received his copy."
According to Bergmann, Zachary
told him that he simply told Powers
what Bergmann had made known to
him.

Springfest

other students in the class that the
officer had reported to the classroom
in a similar vein repeatedly.
John Kane, vice-president of student affairs, said that the university
works with law enforcement officials
if there is a need to take a student out
of class.
"Usually," Kane said, "the police
will call us or arrive on campus and
we'll (the administration) go to the
classroom to get the student, not the
police. We feel it unnecessary to embarrass the student and Frank
Pomeroy agrees."
Winona County Sheriff Vern
Spitzer says he would not tolerate
the behavior of that kind under his
supervision.

Continued from page 1
Councilman Thomas Breza said Springfest is a "formula
for disaster in terms of liability for the city."
At the meeting, John Kane, vice-president for student
affairs, said 6,518 students are enrolled at the university
spring quarter with 2,456 are under 21, the rest are over 21
and 1,700 are over the age of 25.
Kane brought up that Michael Murray, economics and
finance professor, compiles statistics on WSU's economic
impact on Winona for use by the city. According to
Murray's findings, the university contributes $56 million
dollars annually.
Kane added studies show students develop drinking
habits before they come to college.
Tess Krueger, professor of business law and WSU
alumni, said "I'm concerned about property damage" and
added people were having sex in her back yard during the
first Springfest. 'They didn't give a damn if they crushed
$50 or more in plants and flowers."
After the Springfest decision, Marilyn Urion, WSU
English professor and Lake Park resident, asked Fran
Edstrom if she will come out as vehemently opposed to

Regardless, McDowell plans to file
a formal complaint which will require
the sheriff's department to conduct a
full investigation.

Student
rights
ensured
by new
bill
By LANA SWANCUTT
News Reporter

A new bill designed to protect
the rights of students and ensure
students a voice in the decision
making process at all Minnesota
colleges has been introduced to the
legislature by Senators Morris and
Carlos Marioni.
The bill, Democracyon Campus,
outlines five specific areas: protecting and securing the rights of
the students and encouraging the
students' role in the decision
making at universities, access to
information, student participation,
See Bill, page 8

Steamboat Days as she did Springfest.
Edstrom, publisher of the Winona Post who spoke
against Springfest at the meeting, said there is no similarity between Steamboat days and Springfest. She said
Steamboat Days is run by the Winona Jaycees which
gives money raised by Steamboat Days to charity organizations.
She said I don't think Lake Park neighbors should
have to put up with what they have in the past years.
Urion, whose property sits next to Lake Park, said
"I'm overwhelmed at their hypocrisy. I wondered if
anyone considered why the date was changed."
Mellissa Shortridge, who lives near Lake Park, spoke
against sanctioning Springfest at the Council meeting.
Shortridge also, in an effort to thwart the event before it
went to public hearing, reserved the band shell for
herself on the day originally planned by WSU, May 2.
Joe Reed, activities coordinator for the university,
had to change the date with little time to spare.
Urion said that Shortridge told her "People go on
vacation during Steamboat Days so the community
doesn't worry about it as much."
After the council voted, Dave Reynolds said "It was
an expected outcome." We knew the outcome before it
happened and we had the leverage against us," he
added.
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Guidelines need to be set for
senate to allocate large funds
The first step to solving a problem is admitting
that you have one.
This is true for alcoholics, bulimics, and many
more people whose problems include over-stressing
themselves to procrastinating from schoolwork.
Last Wednesday the student senate realized they
have a problem deciding who gets how much money
for what. A simple solution would be set guidelines
about clubs receiving large sums of money.
In the past, each senate has decided with its own
means and intelligence which clubs on campus should
be allotted money and how much.
But a problem arose two weeks ago when an
argument ensued over the start-up money for the
newly created Students Opposed To Abortion. Then
it arose again this past senate meeting when the startup money and then other monies for a trip were
given to the organization, all within an hour after its
constitution passed within the very same senate.
The history behind this allocation doesn't matter
except that it brought to light that the student senate
has no concrete means for how it allots clubs money
for trips and other special purposes.
Student organizations have a right to come before
senate to ask for money for trips to conferences or
other important places or to help bring speakers to
Winona State University. Senate has money set aside
for this purpose except the way to determine who
gets how much has never been set in stone.
So we come to last Wednesday.
Along with $250 in start-up money, the senate
gave the SOTA organization $820 to go to a trip this
past weekend. The total in money given to the organization, which had only been recognized for one
hour, was $1, 070.
This is absurd.
No senate should be allotting that kind of money
to any group on campus in that short of time. Ques-
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tioning the integrity of SOTA is not the aim here-questioning the senate's actions is.
Although every club gets start-up money, the
senate should have looked more closely into
what start-up costs could this club possibly have
that would warrant $250 with eight weeks left in
the quarter? Last January when the sorority Phi
Theta Chi began, they were alloted only $150.
The senate also doesn't know how long this
club will be around or what fund-raising they
can do by the end of the quarter.
The senate has a normal set of questions that
it asks when allotting money:
• What will the money be used for?
• What fund-raising efforts has the club already
done?
• How much has or will each club member
contribute?
• How involved is the club on campus?
Senate President Mark Bergmann said if a
club has been on campus for a while, has been
decently active, has shown i t'sdone fund-raising
and that members are helping to pay (the senate
won't pay for an entire trip), it shouldn't have a
problem with getting money.
He said he's wary of giving new clubs large
sums of money because more than one time a
new club has taken the money then disbanded.
But this isn't always true. The Warriorettes a
very established group, spent over a thousand
dollars of the senate's money last year in Florida
at a meet they couldn't participate in.
It goes both ways.
But the fact still remains. The senate needs to
establish set guidelines as to who can receive
hundreds of dollars of our, the student body's,
money.
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Letters to the Editor
Zachary story
biased
Dear Editor

sity committee does welcome critical
appreciation of its various projects and
focus. Speaking of myself, I found
your "Winona Post" article to be remiss in appreciation and relatively
high in the area of criticism. Interestingly, some of your figures were either
incorrect or misleading. For example,
while mentioning a six-figure number
for the cultural diversity office budget, you did not have the inclination
or, perhaps, the tenacity to obtain information fully germane to the topic
at hand, such as the fact that almost
eighty percent of that budget is devoted to paying for minority faculty
involved; the remaining 20-odd percent is applied to operations.
Finally, and, hopefully, to put this
subject to rest on a positive note, I
would like to underscore the fact that
cultural diversity is a two-way street.
Minority people, such as I and others
not necessarily of Caucasian stock,
have as much to learn and gain about
the majority. No man is an island!

What is it about Edward Zachary
that has the Winonan so upset? The
article on Mr. Zachary in the April 1
issue was just another example of the
biased, dirt-digging (and manufacturing thereof), journalism this paper
is now infamous for, for example, the
article that attacked Theresa Krueger
earlier in the year. I do not feel the
Winonan is performing its duty to
report the news in an objective manner. For instance, the jab to Mr.
Zachary's "grammatically incorrect
statement." Maybe the Winonan
should look at it's own problems with
grammar instead of making unprofessional, vicious and petty cracks
against Mr. Zachary.
The senate members' comments are
as bitter and spiteful as I remember
them from the Dec. 18 issue which Ajit Daniel
brings me to another question, what is Member, cultural diversity
it, really, that has these people so incommittee
censed about Mr. Zachary? I know Ed,
and I don't believe any of these foolish
allegations being made against him.
Usually, I enjoy reading the
Winonan and appreciate its theoretical value but, in instances like this, I'm
ashamed I gave it my time to read.

Soaps not such
a big deal

Eric Jacobson

Senior health administration
major

Cultural
diversity still
needs attention
Dear Editor

The Winonan, Winona State University's student newspaper is written, edited, managed
and financed by and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates
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through student activity fees as a subscription rate.
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Apropos my letter, carried partially
in the Feb. 19 Winonan, I would like
the opportunity, in your paper's columns, to make an appropriate response, including a reference or two
to your letter of explanation, dated
Feb. 14.
I was disappointed, indeed, to see
my letter expurgated: you "believed"
incorrectly that, in order to justify your
decision to censor, "the first two
paragraphs were directed to me more
than to the public, therefore those
paragraphs will not be published."
No, Ms. Milton, the whole letter was
intended for the public to help provide a better perspective, especially
with regard to how your journalism
instructor "suggested" this story and
to how the story finally resulted in a
graded assignment. I had hoped that
the letter in its entirety would have
helped the reader by duly informed. I
say this because the American society
has a sense of history and a sense of
perspective. I also believe that this
society is capable of distinguished the
true and the wholesome from the expedient and the pretentious.
As the expression of a free and
open society and of its value, the press
cannot afford to gloss over what may
seem to some to be inconvient and
better left unsaid. Nor can it become a
vehicle for the dissemina tion of certain
ideas to the exclusion of others.
Concerning cultural diversity at
Winona State and in general, I am glad
to note that, for you, "accepting other
cultures was not presented as a choice,
but as a part of life." I ardently wish
that you would, however, do a better
job of demonstrating such values. In
my opinion, the WSU cultural diver-

Dear Editor
I am writing this in regards to a
letter that appeared in the March 25
edition of the Winonan written by
Deb McDonald hopelessly pondering
the effect of soap operas upon college
students. What Ms. McDonald may
not realize is that she has been duped
herself by the tri-network afternoon
programming blitz into writing a letter about soap as if they were important saying soaps are in fact not important.
A statement such as "students
should take soaps less seriously," reflects that ignorance and inability of
some to deal with problems. Instead
of directly tackling the real issues of
her fervor, in this case students not
focusing on studying or other importances, she tried to treat the symptoms
not the disease. Medical doctors are
sued for much less.
If a student likes watching soaps,
and they are accomplishing the main
task at hand, soap operas are merely
an escape from the stresses of college
life and the rat race in general. I personally don't like soap operas, and I
do have the right to say students
shouldn't watch them, but it has the
same effect of saying "I think you are
a meathead." Who cares! The letter
needs facts to support such opinion.
The only fact in this letter is a vivid
sub-plot summarizations of "Days of
Our Lives."
Then she has the stupidity to say
just because a viewer is moved by a
character's life experiences, they need
professional help. No!
First, she needs to take a few humanities courses here at Winona State
and learn what motivates the human
emotion. Learn how works of poetry,
music, literature, and other forms of
story telling can conjure up human
emotion. Soap operas, shallow as they
may be, have the ability to do the
same. There is nothing odd or unusual
about this. And if you don't think this
is true, watch what happens if
someone's favorite team loses a championship game, or go to a movie and
watch the emotions fly in the theatre.
If these folks are "ridiculous" or

"scary" to you, I hate to be the one to
inform you that there are a lot of them.
Second, she has no right to say who
needs professional help unless she is a
trained professional. Correct me if I'm
wrong but isn't Deb McDonald a mass
communication major? I don't think
they offer psychology as a mass communication emphasis.
Her letter, besides showing little or
not analytical thinking, should be filed
with other bold statements like: "The
national debt is too big," "George Bush ,
is a good president," and "You can
never put too much. water into a
nuclear reactor." Let's think a little
more.
By they way, how does she know
so much about "Days of Our Lives?"
Is she really a closet soap addict? It's
time to come clean.

Eric Haas
senior mass communication
major

Senate should
not be debating
moral issues
Dear Editor:
Last week the Winonan printed its
annual April Fool's Day issue. The
most humorous event of that day,
however, was not the Winonan but
the Student Senate meeting that afternoon. Unfortunately, unlike the
Winonan, the senate meeting was not
meant to be humorous.
For the better part of three hours
the senate wasted their time—and by
extension, that of the WSU student
body—debating the abortion issue.
Ostensibly the issue at had was how
much SAFC money to allocate to the
newly formed Students Opposed to
Abortion group. But it was clear that
the real debate being engaged in by
most senators was the issue of abortion. And, as with all too many debates ,
on this issue, battle-lines were drawn
would waste so much time on an issue
that they have virtually no control
over—unless student health services
is now performing abortions.
The argument was made that this
was a good learning process for the
senate and was okay since the issue is,
after all, debated a the Da, and Republican conventions. 1 respectfully
disagree. The purpose of political
parties is to establish platforms to help
set public policy on important matters. The purpose of an elected student
government is to represent the needs
and concerns of all of the students at
the university—not a small handful
belonging to one or two special interest
student groups.
This is not to suggest that SOTA
and/or Students for Choice (or any
other group) should not exist or receive funding. They most certainly
have that right. But the entire issue
could have been handled in a relatively
short amount of time and with a
minimum of debate by simply following past precedent and current
budget realities. But the current senate managed to extend what should
have been a 10-15 minute discussion
into a nearly three hour debacle. Has
this senate debated important issues
which concern all students for any-

see Letters page 5
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Changes. . . Abortion: Whose right to choose?

By Steve Carswell
Since Steve Carswell is in
Washington D.C. visiting
President Bush, he asked that
his Oct. 2 column be rerun because of the recent issues
brought up in the senate meeting.
The current debate over the
nomination of Clarence Thomas
as the next associate justice of
the United States Supreme Court
has once again sparked the fires
of the now age old abortion debate.
Many have asked would the
confirmation of Thomas, a conservative judge, lead to the
overturn of Roe v. Wade. This

case has its significance in American history of in this case the Supreme Court determined that
abortion was a legal right that a
woman should be able to exercise.
When this case was decided by
the court it placed the U.S. government in the position of dictating policy to women, informing
them that is was now okay to
have legally sanctioned abortions.
Is it the government's place to
determine whether females
should or should not have the
right to have abortions? Should
the right to choose really be a
decision of the government or the
women who is placed in such a
precarious position?

As abortion seems the big issue this week, I
will delay my defense of soap operas and concentrate on the issue at hand. Don't worry, soap fans;
your savior will arrive soon. For now, I thought
I'd best strike while the iron is hot.
Abortion is an issue that I had never intended
to write about. Not that I was frightened of controversy (Lord knows that's not one of my fears).
I didn't want to write about it because it seems
such an either-or issue. Either people are fundamentally opposed to abortion or they abhor the
thought of a woman's personal rights being infringed upon. To me it seemed that opinions were
so clear cut that I wouldn't accomplish anything
by bringing the subject up.
After my Moral Problems class (geez, you'd
think I was getting paid for plugging the Philosophy Department so much) I have begun to realize
the wide middle ground that can be inhabited,
albeit somewhat uneasily. And I have come to
realize how much I fall into that middle ground
myself.
For illustrative purposes, let me pose some
examples to you. I knew a girl who had, at the age
of thirteen, been viciously beaten and raped, and
as a result became pregnant. Now even the most
hard-lined pro-lifer would have to grant this girl
the right have an abortion. If she were forced to
carry this baby to term, even if she gave it up, her
life would have been damaged irreparably. Abortion was, in reality, her only option. Now let me
pose a hypothetical example. Imagine a woman
who frequently engages in sexual intercourse,
never paying one bit of attention to birth control
options (granted, it's not only her responsibility,
but pretend she disregards the subject even when

Some people would argue that
government has a place in the
abortion debate because the
abortion process is actually legalized killing of a human being.
The followers of this doctrine
believe that during the first three
months of pregnancy the fetus is
actually a living organism within
the woman's body. This fetus is
a young child developing in the
woman's body receiving nutrients enabling it to grow and survive. There is also a strong belief
by the followers of this doctrine
that abortion is used by the
woman as a form of birth control.
Therefore, government should
intervene in the abortion process

brought up by her partner). Now imagine that this
woman becomes pregnant and decides that, although
she is physically and economically able to bear and
support this child, she wants an abortion. Suppose
that this is not the first time this has happened, but the
third or fourth. Even the most hard-lined pro-choicer
would have to say that this woman is abusing her
control of her body and disregarding the rights of the
potential person within her.
So there would seem to be no comfort in absolutes.
The water is so muddied because of the inability to
draw accurate lines. When does the fetus gain human
rights? At conception? At viability (the point at which
the fetus could be removed from the mother's womb
and still live)? At birth?
No one would dispute the fact that the mother is a
living person with certain inalienable human rights.
Does the fetus within her have the same rights as she
does within, say, the first three months of pregnancy?
During this first trimester, the fetus is, for all intents
and purposes, nothing more than a guppy. Why should
its rights equal that of its mother?
Ah, you say, but the fetus is a potential person. So
what? Since when does being a potential anything
earn you the rights of that position? At the age of eight,
I was a potential driver. If everything went well, and
I didn't die or go blind, I would one day drive a car.
Did. that mean at age eight I had the right to get behind
the wheel and drive down the street? Of course not.
But, you say, driving down the street at age eight
poses a physical threat to others, and a normal pregnancy does not (I won't address life-threatening
pregnancies, since abortions are deemed acceptable
by nearly everyone in these cases). True, but the
pregnancy does infringe upon the freedom of the
mother, even if only for nine months. Don't the rights
of the already existing person outweigh the rights of
the potential one?
Take this example. Imagine a couple who are monogamously sexually active. They are responsible and
use reliable methods of birth control (let's say the pill).
Despite precautions, however, the woman becomes
pregnant, and having a baby would place the couple
under a serious financial burden. What should the
couple do in this case? Are you, like me, finding that
these particular questions hit a little too close to home?
Well, it seems I've asked a lot of questions and
provided very little in the way of answers. It also
seems that this is going to be another of those twoparters, as I haven't given as much time to the pro-life
side as I would have liked. I also would like to offer my
own personal opinion on this whole funding issue of
the pro-life/pro-choice groups on campus. So tune in
next week, and see if I've managed to pull my fat from
the fryer by then.

to protect the unborn child from by these "back office" doctors.
Still other concerns revolve
certain death.
The other side of the debate around the belief that those people
stems around the belief that dur- who makeup the upper and middle
ing the first three months of preg- class of society would be the only
nancy their is actually no living ones able to afford these illegal
human inside the woman's body. abortions. Societies poor and lower
The organism is simply a con- class would not be able to afford
struction of cells and tissues but these costly abortions and therenot an individual in need of gov- fore would be forced to keep their
unwanted children.
ernment protection.
Why is it that Americans need
Other concerns revolve around
the belief that illegalization of the government to decide what a
abortion will force women into woman's right should be regardthe offices of unskilled practitio- ing abortions? Why can't those who
ners placing the woman's life in wish to obtain abortions be able to
danger or putting her in a position do so freely. Shouldn't the indiof being severely injured for life vidual have the right to deal with

There are a few of us who aren't
from around here, right? We are
transplanted citizens. We vote
here, we spend money here, and a
few unenlightened people come
here solely to destroy property and
chase some mythical American
college lifestyle. Some choose to
travel homewards, and see the old
hometown. I know that when I go
home, I like to drive around town.
I see the same slackjawed losers
who dropped out of high school so
they could take minimum wage
jobs and buy stock cars. These
people now drive by in a
Bonneville on their way to their
job as assistant night manager of
Wendy's.
My hometown has gone to hell
in a handbasket. Has yours?
For me, that's Albert Lea, Minnesota. It's a slimy place, full of
rednecks and pseudo-yuppies.
Any chance I get to put a shotgun
blast through a sign on the edge of
the city limits, figuratively or literally, is a chance I'll take.
Small towns (anything smaller
than Rochester) are currently going through a change in generations. As one active group of politicians and citizens ages, another
takes its place. The irresponsible
baby boomers are inheriting the
system. Their elders look on in
mock horror, afraid someone's
gonna put a John Lennon or Joan
Baez statue next to the National
Guard Armory. These elders, primarily WASP-ish and big-panted
people, are the same ones that tried
to get the doors of the armory
opened up so they could machine
gun the anti-Vietnam War protesters and they're the same ones

that put Nixon in the White House
twice. They're cranky and they
don't like to give up power. They're
afraid that everyone will stop taking care of their lawns. They still
don't trust the Russians and they
think mind control is okay. Not
everyone who's old thinks that
way—it's just that a few do, and
we have to watch out for them.
What was the one thing they
couldn't stop? Not in the '60s...not
in the '80s...not even when it ceased
to mean anything more than a
marketing tool?
Sex, drugs, and rock and roll.
The single most exhausted idea of
the century and yet the most corrupting social phenomenon the
world has seen since the invention
of the wheel. And it's hit Albert
Lea with a bleary-eyed, off-kilter
vengeance.
Here's an excerpt from last
month's Albert Lea Tribune:
"A 22-year old former Albert
Lea man who stole two guitars, an
amplifier and other equipment
from Kopet Music Store in July
was sentenced Friday to almost
two years in prison...The man
threw a rock through the front
window of the store July 14 and
took the items while a girl was
with him. The complaint says he
later had sex with the girl, who
was less than 16 years old at the
time..."
Sex. Rock and Roll. I don't know
where the drugs come into this.
Maybe they were sniffing glue.
Needless to say, they had a powerful urge to make music, to do the
wild thing, and to avoid going to
church. They get a big thumbs-up
from me—an "A" on originality,

Continued from page 4

To all the survivors...
a raging case of PMS? Is this fair?
Another problem that's been bothering me for the last
week is titled, "Let's see exactly who can scream and bicker
the loudest to get their point across." This is all so new to
me. When I was in high school, if someone had a controversial idea, the school simply stepped on it and squashed
it out of their school. Now all of a sudden, everyone wants
their voice to be the one that's heard, because, of course, it's
the right one. I don't see the reason for all of this shouting.
Can't two groups keep and establish their own opinions?
As far as I can tell, that's what makes each side unique and
necessary for balance.
The next issue is the mandatory search for weapons in
some high schools. If students are dealing with seeing
dozens of kids shot and stabbed each year, shouldn't
searched be what they want? Instead, some of the students
are actually complaining because their nailfiles are being
taken away. I really don't see the correlation between
someone's nail file being confiscated, and right next to her,
someone's sawed-off shotgun being confiscated also.
Personally, I don't know too many people who are willing
to sit in a class where their lives may be in danger at any
given moment.
Another in my long list of gripes is certain school's
prohibiting sex education. Isn't this like beating on a dead
horse with a sledgehammer? By now any school that still
thinks this way, and doesn't still teach hieroglyphics should
be closed down. Some parents either have their eyes and

an "A" on effort, and a "C-" on not
getting caught.
The stick-in-the-mud folks went
berserk, forming a posse and reactivating their John Birch Society
chapter. They pressured stores to
carry only three publications: The
Saturday Evening Post, Reader's
Digest, and Field & Stream. They
went after the local cable outlet
and got them to reduce their basic
cable to The Disney Channel,
American Movie Classics, the
Shopping Channel, and CBS (Only
because Murder, She Wrote is just
such a darned hoot).
They went after MTV, of course,
and tried to blame the ills of society on a lame jukebox channel with
pictures. Of course, you can't tell
those people that there's more
sexual innuendo on The Tonight
Showand Who's theBoss? than there
is on MTV.
The old people want Albert Lea
to be like Mayberry, with all the
trappings of 50's life. If Mayberry
were a real town in the 1990's,
Aunt Bea would be watching All
My Children while reading TV
Guide and panting like a buffalo in
heat. Otis the Drunk would be a 1800. number junkie. Barney Fife
would be replaced by thirty surly
young cops beating up
pickleheads. Goober would be arrested on charges of "diluting the
gene pool." Andy and Floyd would
be white trash landlords and
property owners. And Opie would
be king of the rich kids, running
the whole show. Anybody who
messes with Opie gets their cable
shut off and their mailbox filled
with bird crap.

Letters

Forum
By LISAVAZQUEZ
Columnist
I apologize to all of my regular readers. To all those
people who read this expecting a well thought out article,
go on with the rest of the paper. This article is going to be
filled with all of the trials and tribulations that I read about
and see on TV when I actually have time to partake in those
activities. So naturally, old issues are going to shock and
amaze me.
Since I've never received any hate mail like some other
columnists do, I guess there are no great problems with my
article. As a matter of fact, I've never received any mail at
all. Is there anyone out there? Anyway, since everyone
seems to be pretty content with my articles, I've decided to
let my thinking brain relax from this hectic week and let my
alter ego, who comes from the depths of a jungle in Mexico,
take over.
This is my relaxed week. For some unknown reason, I' ye
been on edge for the past few days. From a couple very
reliable male sources I've been told that the cause of my
extremely touchy reactions is the monster PMS. Obviously
this is something they are familiar with, or else I wouldn't
have received such a strong and powerful diagnosis. I wish
someone would explain why men can just jump down
someone's throat and be just as cruel as they want; and they
can attribute it to a heavy work load, or hard classes. Then
when women get the slightest bit edgy for any one of the
various problems that go on in our lives, we instantly have

the situation as they see fit? Isn't
the pain and suffering associated
with making such a difficult decision enough to acknowledge that
the decision made was painstakingly thought through? Shouldn't
the women who are forced to
made such decisions be given the
benefit of the doubt that they have
carefully reviewed and considered other options.
We don't need government intervention in the abortion issue.
We simply need to give credit to
those people who are put in these
positions to be intelligent enough
to determine what is best for them
in their lives.

ears screwed up, or they want to see their kids or
their kids' friends die. I'm not trying to say that
everyone of the parents should be alarmed and
think that their kids are having sex, because not
all of them are. But the number is much bigger
than they're willing to believe. What is the final
breaking point where adults wake up and see
the results of years that went by without education and information about pregnancy and diseases, especially in high school. No parent can
keep a child from being exposed to peers and
some sort of TV, especially something like MTV.
One would assume that the right education is
better than hearsay and lead-ins.
These were my gripes for the week. I also
could have complained about a program I
watched last week that claimed that pretty much
all the music on the radio either puts down
religion, promotes sexuality, or whacks our selfesteem with a blunt instrument, but I figured
that you've had enough garbage shoved down
your gullet already. I'll get over my condition
this week the doctors said, so I'll be in a much
better mood for my next article. You can resume
reading this in its normal format at that time.
Hopefully, I'll still have this spot, and I won't
have been replaced by recipes and coupons.

where near that extent? Issues such as
tuition increases, the merger of the
several systems of upper education in
the state or even the apparent censorship of the student-run radio station?
But wait, the fun was still not over
even after finally voting SOTA the
money they requested. The debacle
continued when an effort to impeach
President Bergmann and Vice-President Rainwater was launched. As near
as this observed of the day's events
can determine, the impeachment effort was based upon a decision made
by the executive board that a certain
senator disagreed with. Two years ago
this same individual attempted to have
the WSUSA Vice-President impeached
using basically the same sort of Vindictive reasoning.
Needless to say, all the members of
the student senate are not behaving in
this matter, but a large number of them
are. The student body of WSU should
take a good, hard look at their elected
representatives before the up-coming
spring elections. Those members of
the senate who are looking after the
interests of their own groups and /or
that of their friends rather than the
interests of the entire student body
should be given something else to do
on Wednesday afternoons next year.

Dean Lanz
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Lewiston, Minn. hosted its annual Fools Five Road Race
Sunday.Over 1,260 participants, including a number of Winona
State students and faculty, walked, rolled, jogged, ran, and
stumbled across the finish line on Main Street. Competitors from
across the United States came to the event to participate in the
one mile and the five mile.
A record amount of $20,583 was raised to benefit cancer
research, and a check for that amount will be presented at this
year's Eagle Cancer Telethon.

Top Left: The banner, marking the start of the race, has become
tattered through the years.
Top Right: Runners await the firing of the start-up gun.
Center Left: Rows of competitors place their feet directly behind
the starting line.
Center Middle: Several members of the Lewiston Villa Nursing
Home, including Ella Sande and Esther Solem participated in
the race with the help of nurse Mickey Lee. The race proved
beneficial for all age groups.
Center Right: Daryl Henderson, WSU men's cross country coach
finishes 6th in the men's division of the five mile race.
Bottom Left: The times are recorded as one competitor reaches
the end of his run.
Bottom Center Left: Chris Brooder, junior mass communications
major and photographer for the Winona Daily News takes a
photo of the children preparing to run.
Bottom Center Right: The participants run down the Main Street.
Bottom Right: Paul Erdman crosses the finish line. Erdman came
in first in the wheel-chair competition.

(Photos by Deb Benedeff
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Bill

Speechless

Continued from page 3
basic civil rights, and freedom of th

press for student newspapers an
news organizations.
According to Ann Burfeind, th(
bill that originated last November
was written and supported by stu
dents at the state universities, corn
munity colleges, technical colleges
the University of Minnesota, as wE"
as the Minnesota Young DFL organi
zation and young professionals.
Burfeind, one of the bills author(
and a member of Young DFL, saic
"Some of the rights (the bill) outline
are currently protected by the law.'
Burfiend just said that the bill would
strengthen those rights while ensut
ing students other rights.
She said the bill's timing is im.
portant to the plan to merge the statE
university system with the commu•
nity and technical colleges.
"The goal was to get you peoplE
throughout the system to work to
gether," she said, " before the merger
takes place."
Lee Oakman, a member of Young
DFL, said the bill would make "everything accessible to you (the student)," stating that many students
have difficulty in getting information
regarding crime statistics on they.
campus.
Another purpose of the bill,
Oakman said, is to give students more
of a voice in how their student activity
feemoneyis spent and would prohibit
universities from spending activity
fee money without the students being
represented in the decisions.
By letting the students decide
where the money is spent, he said,
its turning the university back to
the people who use it."
The legislation would act as a
guideline to rights that students already take for granted, while guaranteeing new rights.
If passed, the bill would give students access to all information included in their individual records
upon request. These records pertain
to academic standings, counseling
reports, financial aid standing and
any other information collected by
uni
Students would also be given access to a university's finances, including budgets, investments, and
financing.
Student governments should be
given copies of policy, committee and
financial information upon request.,
Student governments should have
say in policy changes and be notified
four weeks before a new policy is
enforced.
Under the bill, students are given
equal representation in all standing
committees, ad hoc, and search
committees, including the hiring of
campus campus security and be involved in all security matters.
All campus crime information
concerning frequency and nature of
crimes must be given to students and
student newspapers at the student or
newspapers demand.
Student newspapers or publications, receiving any student activity
fee funding, would be guaranteed
freedom of speech under the bill.
The bill also would protect fundamental rights include freedom from
discrimination and accessibility for
the handicapped students.

1st meeting April 9th at 4:00
Kry zsko Commons
Conference Room 1
Angela Hanson/Wlnonan Staff
Andrea Pitkus and Ann Feany, both freshmen medical technology majors, do not seem to anticipate
giving their speeches Friday during the class fundamentals of speech communication in the Performing
Arts Center.

Penny expands work-study
Community service employment encouraged to be incorporated into program
By STUART JOHNSON
News Editor

$ 6.95
HAIRCUT

$ 27.95
PERM & CUT

Coupo n necessary. Not valid
with any other offer. Expires
4/25/92

Coupon necessary. Long hair
and speciality wraps slightly
higher. Not valid with any other
offer. Expires 4/25/92

COST CUTTERS
Offer good at

Winona Mall only
454-6030

Offer good at

Winona Mall only
WN1
454-6030
a-.

United States Congressman Tim Penny (D. Minn.)
succeeded in passing legislation through the House of
Representatives that encourages community service
employment to be included in work-study programs.
"I've always promoted community service work as
a form of financial aid," said Penny.
Penny's amendment to the Higher Education Act
Reauthorization was passed on March 26 and goes one
step further than the original Higher Education Act
passed in 1965.
The act currently allows 10 percent of the federal
funding allocated to colleges and universities for workstudy financial aid to be directed to community service
jobs.
However, according to a report requested by Penny,
published by the federal government's General Accounting Office (GAO), only two tenths of one percent
of work-study jobs offered by universities nation wide
are community service orientated.
In an effort to increase this figure, Penny introduced
his amendment so that universities would work in
tandem with community agencies to develop workstudy jobs that would provide practical experience to
students.
In addition to the fact that many community service
jobs may be applicable to a student's major, this type of
employment, according to Penny, broadens a liberal
education and "instills an ethic of civic responsibility."
"There are so many needs in communities across
the country that could be met by a cadre of young,
active people," said Penny.
Penny expressed concern about the continually rising cost of higher education.
He said, "We are going to have to ask in the future
for more money from the American public. As a result,
we need to make the public feel that students are giving
something back in return and not just asking for a
handout."

On-campus work-study positions receive 70 percent of
their funding through federal appropriations leaving the
balance to be paid by the individual institutions, while offcampus community service positions receive 90 percent of
their funding from the federal government.
Penny says some university administrators are concerned about the administrative aspects of implementing
the program.
Work-study programs on campus provide a considerable service in terms of inexpensive labor and coordinating
community agencies with the financial aid office on each
campus also presents a challenge.
But Penny maintains that these problems are not in
insurmountable, saying, "We are not talking about a major
overhaul overnight."
He says that there is a possibility that labor will be
drawn out from a university but that at only 10 percent, a
far reaching goal at this point, that it should not create a
problem for an institution.
He also recommends that the financial aid director at a
college set up a liaison to coordinate opportunities between
their office and community representatives.
"There are plenty of organizations in every community
that can use the help," Penny said.
Bob Lietzau, WSU financial aid director, said that many
students here already are under the work-study program,
employed at institutions such as the YWCA, YMCA, and at
the high school.
Lietzau says that he sees a potential problem in that
when there are budget constraints, as there are currently,
the university depends on the student employment.
"On the surface its a good program," he said, 'The
students have a lot to gain from community service work."
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College survivors: living with diabetes
Optimistic student
discusses past,
present, future
living with a
chronic disease
By AMY ROBERTSON
Variety Editor

Susan sits cross-legged on a black-and-whitetiger-stripped covered couch. She looks exhausted,
pushingbackherlongbrown hair and chewing on left
over ice cubes from a Hardees cup.
Susan has just awakened from an early-evening
nap. Earlier she had gone to classes and worked a
three-hour shift at a dry cleaner. Now it is 8 p.m. Two
hours from now she will be bartending, her second
job.
Two twin cats lay sleeping next to her. Another
cat, large and gray, is curled up like a ball at her feet.
A small gray cat creeps slowly into the room. "Tony
is going to kill me," Susan says as she feverishly wipes
spilled milk from a glass that one of the cats has
knocked over.
Susan used to live in a small cozy apartment with
her boyfriend Tony Henderson. Plants of all sizes
crowded one side of the room. On one of them she had
a piece of cardboard covering up the soil because the
cats liked to urinate in it. A light murmur could be
heard from two large aquariums on the opposite side
of the room.
Her apartment was destroyed on March 29 in a
fire.
Near the bottom of the couch there's an ashtray
filled with cigarette butts and a small empty syringe
that she used to inject insulin into her arm.
Like 13 million other Americans, Susan Morescki
has diabetes. The blue-eyed young woman of 23, who
has been insulin dependent since age 10, thinks she
will not have to grow old with diabetes.
"The medical field is taking great strides when it
comes to diabetes," she said. "Even if it is going to be
another 10 years, I know I will not have to live with it
the rest of my life." Morescki tries to live as well as
possible with the most common chronic affliction.
Diabetes is the biggest medical killer after cancer and
heart disease.
A senior at Winona State University who is double
majoring in psychology and social work, Morescki
says having diabetes has become "automatic."
Meaning that it has become like second nature.
"Sometimes I have to stop and think if I took my
shot when I woke up in the morning," she says.
Remembering to take an insulin injection twice a
day is not a problem for Morescki.
"It is more of an inconvenience than anything. I
either inject the insulin into my arms or my legs. I am
to afraid to do it in my stomach, but someday I will.
The area is softer there and the insulin absorbs more
quickly," she said.
Diabetics need insulin because their own pancreas cannot prod uce anyor does not produce enough.
Insulin is essential in the breakdown of carbohy-

Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor
Susan Moreski, senior psychology major leads an extremely active life despite having diabetes. She
holds two Jobs bartending and working at a dry cleaning store. Moreski found out she had diabetes at
the age of 10 and didn't let It Interfere with competing In Ice-skating.
drates, it is a hormone that regulates the metabolism of
glucose. Glucose is the essential fuel for every living
cell .
The body's usual supply of glucose comes from
the food we eat, as well as from a separate process in the
liver. When the sugar reaches sufficient levels in the
blood stream certain cells in the pancreas release insulin.
This hormone signals the cells to absorb the sugar from
the blood and sends messages to the liver to stop
making glucose. The liver doesn't have to make glucose
at the time because the body is getting it from the food
it receives.
When a person has diabetes the cells that release
the insulin are destroyed so none of the hormone is
produced. The cells do not absorb the glucose in and
the liver continues to make more, which contributes to
high levels of sugar in the blood. The body has no
energy because the sugar can not get into the cells.
Consequences include the body becoming dehydrated as the kidneys work to flush out the excess
sugar from the blood and the cells not receiving any
glucose turn into fat and protein. This fat metabolism
will release keytones, which in turn will poison the
body and can lead to a coma.
Given this information, Morescki knows that injecting insulin is what keeps her alive. Her injections,

along with the right amount of food, keeps her going.
Food has become very important to her. "This is what
kept me away from all those starvation diets and fad
diets, like Slimfast. I have to eat food along with taking
insulin so my blood sugars will not drop too low."
When blood sugars drop too low a diabetic will
develop hypoglycemia. "One time I was coming back
from horseback riding and my heart began to beat very
fast. I felt like it was pounding out of my chest. Any
sound felt like it was hurting my ears. People kept
asking me what was wrong and I told them that I just
needed some food. I did not know the people I was
with very well so it was not the time to explain diabetes
to them. I asked for a pop. This helped me quickly, I
didn't want to waste any time," Morescki explained.
When hypoglycemia begins a diabetic will become
edgy and maybe even shaky. If it has not gone on too
long it can be taken care of with food. In Morescki's
case, she had waited to long to eat and so she wanted
to receive her sugar more quickly by drinking soda.
Regularly diabetics stay away from simple sugars,
like candy and soda because they have unpredictable
effects on blood glucose, but when the blood sugar
level drops pop or candy may be the only thing available. "The most common way a lot of diabetics bring
their blood sugar to a normal state is to drink orange

juice, pop was the easiest thing for me at the time," said
Morescki.
Although it helps diabetics to check their blood sugar
levels often Susan says she does not check them as much as
she should. Checking blood sugars can be done by testing
the urine, which is a slightly old method, or by pricking your
finger with a needle and testing your blood.
Morescki works at least three to six hours a day at Quality
Plus Dry Cleaners and every weekend she bartends at
Rascals. feel like a pin cushion. My hands are so calloused
from work, sometimes it hurts worse to prick my finger then
the injections do," she says.
While living in the town of Springfield, Ill., in her adolescent years the times were not all that wonderful. "Little kids
were mean. It was hard being different. Some kids were even
dumb enough to think that diabetes is contagious, which it
is not," said Morescki.
Ignorant children were not all that Morescki had to get
used to. "Sticking a piece off steel in my skin everyday was
a harsh reality. I would come down to breakfast and my
mother would tell me to take my shot. I would use an ice
cube to numb the first few layers of my skin, then it was
easier. As time went on, the ice cube just became a crutch. I
would hold it for a while, but I later stopped using it
altogether," said Morescki.
Things were not all that bad. Morescki competed in ice
skating for seven and a half years. Three months after she
started skating she found out she had diabetes. "I was in the
hospital when I got a new pair of skates and was upset
because! did riot think I would be able to use them," she said.
Morescki was wrong because she enjoyed skating for a long
time after.
Morescki's parents knew the signs of having diabetes
well because her father is a borderline diabetic, her uncle is
insulin dependent and so is her grandmother.
"I was eating twice as much as I normally do and I wasn't
gaining any weight." Symptoms include hunger, dry mouth,
excessive urination and poor circulation, among others.
"The first Halloween I knew I had diabetes I still went trickor-treating but I gave all my candy to my parents."
Now Morescki gladly admits that she doesn't even have
a sweet tooth. She does not even crave sweets. It will be
easier for me to live a healthier lifestyle when I am done with
college."
Diabetics also should see a doctor more frequently than
others. "I would go to the doctor more often but health
insurance is expensive. A lot of times the doctors tell me
what I already know," said Morescki.
Susan does not study diabetes; she learned about it
mostly from her dietitians and her parents when she first
developed the disease. "When I first came to Winona State I
went to Gundersen Clinic in La Crosse. I got caught up on
some recent advancements about diabetes. I basically learn
about diabetes by living with it," she says.
Recent advancements include a pancreas operation and
an insulin pill with a plastic coating that slows down digestion
of the pills and allows more of the insulin to enter the
bloodstream. Research is still underway. The pancreas
operation cost $50,000. "I do not have 50 grand to get an
operation like that, but I know something will happen
soon," said Morescki hopefully. "I also read in the Winona
Daily News that research is being done on insulin producing
cells that is stuck into the underside of the upper arm, equal
to the size of a toothpick. Because it is so small it would not
be destroyed. I think they are testing it on small animals.
With advancements such as these Susan really does
believe she will not grow old with diabetes. "It is not that bad
to have a disease like diabetes. There are many people who
are worse off. I do believe you have to allow yourself some
sympathy, but when that happens I just think of people with
diseases like cancer who have their hair falling out or people
with AIDS."

Diabetes facts and figures from the American Diabetes Association
The following i n formationis taken
from various brochures distributed
bytheAmericanDiabetes
Associaiton.
There are two major types of diabetes whichare believed to be genetic,
or something that a person is born
with.There are also rarer forms of the
disease.

Type I is insulin dependent diabetes which occurs most often in
children and young adults. It usually
appears suddenly and progresses
quickly.
The pancreas makes little or no
insulin. Daily injections of insulin and
a healthy meal plan are needed for to
stay alive.
The exact cause for type I is unknown.

People most likely to get diabetes:
Type II is non-insulin dependent
• people who are overweight
diabetes which occurs in adults over
• people with a family history of
30 who are overweight.
About 90 percent of all people with diabetes
the disease have type II. This type
. pe°ple who. are 30 or older
• Afro-Americans, have a 33 peroccurs when insulin is not used effeccent higher chance than White
tively. Its onset is gradual.
Type II can often be controlled by Americans of developing type II
diet- and exercise, but some people diabetes
'Hispanics, a more than 300 perneed oral medications or insulin incent higher chance than White
jections.

Americans of developing type II diabetes,
• Native Americans, a 33 to 50
percent higher chance more than
White Americans of developing type
H diabetes.
According to the federal government, about six percent of the United
States population has diabetes, which
is 14 million Americans.
Of these 14 million, seven million
have been diagnosed; the rest do not

know they have the disease.
The warning signs of diabetes include:
• frequent urination
• excessive thirst
• extreme hunger
• sudden weight loss
• weakness/ fatigue
• irritability
• frequent infections
• blurred vision
• bad circulation

Non-traditional student copes with illness responsibly
By DIANA HUSON
Special to the Winonan

One of Linda Garrison's best friends is
Nutra Sweet. Her enemy is chocolate.
Each day she must eat three carefully
selected meals, two nutritious snacks, pump
four kinds of medicine into her body and
monitor her blood three times a day.
Garrison loves Nutra Sweet, an artificial
sweetener containing Aspertain, because it
allows her to eat many sweets which she
could not normally have.
Garrison, a 28-year-old Winona resident,
has diabetes, a common disorder which
changes the way our bodies break down and
uses starches and sugars.
For her, the rigorous regimen began when
she was hospitalized 13 years ago. She had
begun falling asleep repeatedly, getting infections easily and drinking excessive
amounts of fluids.
Since the diabetes diagnosis, her life has
drastically changed.
It took her a long time to learn to live with
it. "I went through a grieving process very
similar to accepting death. I cried a lot and
was bitter and mad. I kept asking why me?"
For Garrison, the "why me" question was
easy to answer. Diabetes is hereditary.
Garrison's aunt and grandmother both had
it.
Linda is insulin dependent, which means
that her pancreasdoesn't prod uce any insulin
so it must be replaced by injection.
At first, she was nervous about giving
herself shots so she practiced injecting an
orange.
Garrison takes high blood pressure
med ication and an insulin pill each morning.

She must also inject herself with both the
slow-and long-acting typeof insulin twice
daily.
Garrison said she is grateful that her
group health insurance reimburses her
for all that medication, which costs $112 a
month. However, she must pay for her
own syringes, needles and alcohol and the
blood testing strips and lancets. That's an
additional $75 a month.
Among the diabetes support groups,
the American Diabetes Association is the
main organization which raises funds for
.-research and helps sufferers cope.
Garrison does not belong to any diabetes support groups because she feels she
gets enough support on her own and from
her family, doctor, dietitian and church.
The most difficult change in her life has
been the loss of spontaneity in everyday
tasks. She cannot just take off and be
flexible. She must plan everything in advance.
Many assume that a diabetic would
give up hope. Garrison, a non-traditional
social work inapt' at Winona State Ur.iversity, is more active than the average
student.
She takes two classes, is a member of
the Student Association of Social Work
Club and plans to do her field experience
at the Occupational Rehabilitation Center
for the handicapped. She works 30 hours
a week at Randall Foods.
Scheduling classes and work is difficult,
but she says people are generally underDeb Benedett/Co-photo editor
See Diabetes page 10

Linda Garrison, junior psychology major, doesn't let her diabetes Interfere with working full lime In Randall's dell. She is also
Involved In the Social Work Club and takes classes part-time.
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Basketball comedy Business professor appointed to business
education magazine advisory committee
stereotypical
BY STEPHANIE GIBBS
Movie Columnist

On the field, or in the courts, Ron
Shelton does an excellent job displaying his writer/director talent.
Former creator of Bull Durham,
Shelton takes a closer look at the
amateur side of basketball in his
latest movie, White Men Can't Jump.
Some examples of the racial stereo
types expressed in this comedy are
the cultural differences, playing
techniques, and musical preferences.
The comedy is sprinkled with obscenities that are funny, but they
certainly detract from the overall
quality of the film.
The young, talented Wesley
Snipes plays the scheming Sidney
Deane, as theblack king of theVenice
Beach Courts. Blonde-haired, blueeyed, Woody Harrelson sits on the
sideline, and plays the goofy looking
white boy who is actually smarter
than his character may appear. His
squeaky voiced girlfriend, Gloria
Clemente, played by Rosie Perez, is
a Jeopardy fanatic who is seemingly
obsessed with the World Almanac,
and winning a bundle.
The competition begins when
Sidney asks Billy to fill in for one of
the other players. Hoyle (a former
college basketball player) surprises
Sidney and his teammates, and wins
the bet. Sidney attributes Billy's win
to pure luck, and in return Billy
challenges Sidney to a free-throw'
shootout, and wins not once but
twice.
Later that day, Sidney proposed
an offer to Billy. As secret teammates,
they could hustle the other players
out of their money. They could even
choose who Sidney's partner would
be and of course they would pick
Billy. The proposal works out in the
beginning, but toward the end
Sidney adds a different twist.
Gloria and Rhonda (Tyra Ferrel
plays Sidney's wife) make an attempt to even out each other's winnings by telling Sidney and Billy to
enter a basketball competition with
high talent as well as cash. Tension
is added by a couple of losers who
are seeking a heavy debt from Billy.
Billy taunts the other competitors throughout the competition in
order to get them mad. His reasoning was if they're opponents got
mad, they would play bad, and
embarrassing Sidney would make

better.
After the competition,Billy tries
to convince Sidney he can slamdunk. Sidney seems uninterested
at first, but Billy finally talks him
into a bet.
Billy unsuccessfully attempts his
second slam out of three, and
Sidney simply says, "White men
can't jump!" Billy ends up losing
his bet and is forced to go home to
Gloria without any money. He has
proved he can handle the basketball, but he can't handle money.
Gloria decides to leave him, and
pursue her goal of being on Jeopardy.
A few good points of White Men
Can't Jump include the competitiveness, and the tension created
by Billy's debt seekers. I think they
could have decreased the every
other word obscenities, because it
would have added additional
quality to the movie.
To sum it up, White Men Can't
Jump can be described in three
words: scamming, jamming, and
slamming. To give you a clearer
picture, I thought i might describe.
it a little better than that.
Of course, this column would
not be complete without mentioning this year's 64th annual Oscar
winners. Some interesting facts
about this year's Oscar's include:
first cartoon ever nominated for
best picture, Beauty and the Beast;
youngest writer/director ever
nominated, John Singleton of Boyz
N The Hood; Bugsy received an
outstanding ten nominations for
best picture.
Best Actor in a Supporting Role:
Jack Palance(City Slickers)
Best Make-up:Stan Winston and
Jeff Dawn(Terrninator II)
Best Actress in a Supporting
Role: Mercedes Reuhl(The Fisher
King)
Best Original Screenplay: C_allie
Khouri(Tizeirna and Louise)
Best Actor in a Leading Role:
Anthony Hopkins(Silence of the
Lambs)
Original Song: Beauty and the
Beast by Alan Menken, Howard
Ashman
Best Actress in a Leading Role:
Jodie Foster(Silence of the Lambs)
Best Director: Jonathon
Demme(Silence of the Lambs)
Best Picture: Silence of the Lambs
produced by Edward Saxon,
Jonathon Hutt

Your Lift Ticket Back Up
e Mountain.

By JENNY HOWES
Variety Reporter

Business professor Kenneth
Gorman was appointed to serve on
the 1992-93 Educator Advisory
Committee for The Balance Sheet, a
quarterly business education magazine.
"It's a magazine that is designed
for business educators at all different ,
levels, whether it's high school,
community college, or the university," said Gorman.
According to Gorman the international publication, The Balance Sheet,
put out by South-Western Publishing
Company in Cincinnati, Ohio has a
circulation of 86,000.
The appointments for the committee of the 1992-93 academic year
include nine people selected
throughout the United States.
The advisory committee reviews
and addresses recommendations regarding the most relevant, important,
and timely topics.
According to Gorman, he will be
take an advisory role which includes
contacting other people on the advisory committee for "hot topics" that
would be addressed in the magazine
that would be of interest to teachers.
He will also be asked to review and
comment on articles that the publication wants to submit and print.
Gorman will also serve on a forum
where they submit a short article,
respond to some questions or give
comments.
"I've had articles published in a
number of different magazines," said
Gorman, "I think I've contributed
professionally through publications
in my field, classroom teaching, and
by serving in elected offices in professional organizations."
Gorman received the 1988Studeni
Service Award for Minnesota, a state
level award. Then his name was for

Diabetes
continued from page 9
standing. Often she carries insulin
and must take time out of her busy
schedule to eat snacks.
Out of necessity, she is a label
reader and takes "everything in
moderation." She monitors her blood
sugar three times daily. When it gets
too low, she eats some Life Savers or
drinks orange juice. They are her constant companions in the event of a
diabetic coma or shock.
Diabetes can lead to complications
in pregnancy or childbirth, so, if she
ever wants children, it will be by
adoption. The movie "Steel Magnolias" featured a diabetic character,
played by Julia Roberts, who became
pregnant. Garrison said the pregnancy problems Roberts encounter
scared her. She said she would never
want those problems or to pass the

warded on, to the North-Central
Business Education Association
which recently presented him the 1991
Collegiate Distinguished Service
Award.
A review committee based the
selection on five criteria which includes the nominee's contributions
in the field, participation and offices
held, contributions through publishing and research, and contributions
through community and private organizations.
Since 1983 he has been department chair of Business Education and
Office Systems Administration and a
professor at Winona State since 1980.
His professional involvement includes 22 years of secondary and postsecondary experience.
He has served as the president of
the North-Central Business Education
Association, South-Eastern Minnesota Business Educators Association,
and Minnesota Business Educators
Incorporated.
According to Gorman he would
eventually like to become editor for
one year the National Education Association Yearbook that is published each
year.
He will continue to commit service to the National Business Association.
Gorman received his doctorate at
the University of Northern Illinois in
DeKalb where he majored in business
education and administration services.
His contributions in the community include volunteering for projects
at Saint Mary's Catholic Church and
the Kiwanis Club.

Deb Benedett/Co-photo editor

Business professor, Ken Gorman, has been named as a new 1992-93
Educator Advisory Committee member for The Balance Sheet, a
business education magazine.

disease on to her offspring.
Still, Garrison had found that diabetes has more positive aspects than
negative. The disease has helped her
become more religious and stop taking things for granted. She said her
positive attitude and high self-esteem
has taught her to enjoy life just one
day at a time.
Insulin-dependent diabetes patients often develop heart and kidney
disease, nerve and blood vessel damage, blindness and a reduced ability
to fight infection.
At only 28, Garrison is already
experiencing a slight change in her
eyesight and problems with her kidney.
Linda knows that people with
diabetes are not expected to live as
long as healthy individuals. "It's a
scary thought but there is nothing I
can do. Things are going to happen,"
she said. "I am praying to God there
is a cure for diabetes someday."
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State science fair held at WSU for first time
By JACQUELYN JOHNSON
Variety Reporter

Winona State University was the
site for the 55th Annual Minnesota
State Science Fair and Research Paper
Program, sponsored by the Minnesota
Academy of Science. The Science Fair
, was held on April 5, 6, and 7 in the
east cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
This is the first time the state science
fair has been held at Winona State.
The science fair was open to
middle school and high school aged
students. The state science fair is a
result of various school science fairs.
The state of Minnesota is divided into
nine regions. The regional fairs were
held last month at the different local
sites.
The 13 different categories of
competition included zoology,
physics, and microbiology, just to
name a few.
Dr. Thomas Bayer, geology professor at Winona State, said, "15 to 20
students from each school were sent
to the regional fair, and each regional
fair selected and 15 to 20 winners to
send to the state fair."
Bayer is serving as this years' on
site director for the science fair.
Jerry Foster was the overall director of the science fair. Foster is a
science teacher at the Winona Middle
School.
The 150 judges assessing the fair
are a collection of college professors,

high school teachers and other science-orientated people from Minnesota businesses and industries.
"Of course there are about 50-60
Winona State professors who served
as judges," said Bayer.
The students' projects were judged
on April 5. Each individual had to
meet certain protocol, such as size
requirements and proper electrical
conditions. If they violated any of the
requirements, the students were
given a disqualification notice, and
were allowed until 6 p.m. on judging
day to correct it.
After setting up exhibits the fair
participants attended a session entitled "What Does a Microbiologist
Do?" by speaker Dr. Mike Winfrey, a
microbiology professor at University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Carolynn Dingfelder, a state science fair committee member, said,
"Almost all 280 students who entered
registered."
Some of the students entered the
contest for a personal interest, and
others entered for a science class.
Cheryl Belden, a fair participant
from Cloquet, Minn., said, "Last year
I did a project on nitrogen bacteria,
and this year I continued with the
topic I already had all the background
information on, so I just did a different experiment."
On April 6, the fair participants
attended the St. Mary's Science Day
and went on a river boat cruise.

On April 7, the awards ceremony
took place.
Each contestant was awarded a
ribbon and a framed certificate. Bond
awards were awarded to the high
school seniors' outstanding research
paper winners. Purple ribbons were
presented to the best exhibits from
each category.
Bayer said, "The top two selected
from the purple ribbon category from
grades 9-12 will be sent to the International Science Fair held in Nashville, Tenn. on May 10-16."
The top ten research papers will
go to the Tri-State Symposium held
in November at St Paul, Minn. The
winners of this competition get to
compete in Knoxville, Tenn. on May
7-9.
"These students are the best of the
best," said Bayer. "I've always really
enjoyed science fairs, the kids are
really motivated in the science field."
Committee member Ann
Rethlefsen, "Everyone who has attended the fair has been highly
complementary. The facilities here at
Winona State are great. The hours
and hours of preparation have really
paid off."
"The students have been working
hard all year. It's really intense," said
Rethlefsen.
Laura Berg, a 13-year-old contestant from Winona said, "I t's been fun.
Presenting my project was my favorite
part, but I was really nervous."

Brian BOsham/Winonan Staff
Bob Costello, junior political science major, and Chris Anderson, junior business administration and marketing major, Inspect an exhibit at the Minnesota State Science Fair in the East Cafeteria on Monday.

On That Note

What's going on?

Is the music of today
a 'tax on the young?'
how you can listen to all that noise
and screaming. You'll be deaf by the just so I could sit there for a minute
Music Columnist
time you're 40." Well, my professor with the radio blasting, helping me to
put all my frustration out of my mind.
Now that Winter Quarter is only a was only taking that one step farther. It's a type of meditations. And right
Why
is
it
that
we
are
always
on
the
memory, and I have sufficiently licked
now I really don't feel like writing my
my wound enough that I am able to defensive with older generations column, but with the help of my stewhen
the
topic
of
music
comes
up?
I
talk about it, I want to bring up a
reo, it doesn't seem quite as bad.
statement one of my professors pro- mean, hey, I don't like Barry Manilow,
And instead of some young, frusbut
I'm
not
going
to
criticize
somefessed last quarter about "our mutrated kid taking a baseball bat to the
one
who
does.
Well,
okay,
maybe
a
sic."
house of someone he doesn't like, he
He declared that music is nothing little, but I wouldn't tell them not to can pop Megadeth into his walkman,
more than a "tax on the young." (This listen to him if they really think he's run around, scream a little and refrom a man who also told an entire wonderful. Everyone has different lease his frustration that way.
class of seniors not to vote, because opinions, and they have the right to
Besides all that, as the clever Gap
we're too ignorant.) He claims the those opinions. But how can music commercial says, "For every generabe
considered
a
tax
on
the
young?
A
music industry is geared toward
tion there's a gap." When we drive
younger generations, because we're tax is something forced on you, not down the street with Nine Inch Nails
something
you
voluntarily
pay
and
stupid enough to spend money on
blaring from our car stereos vibrating
their over-priced CD's and concerts. enjoy paying.
old ladies off the sidewalk, we feel
for
sevMusic
is
important
to
me
I know he's not the only one with that
eral reasons which make me glad to pretty darn cool. We need music as a
opinion.
source of self-expression. So if there
Everyone in our age group has spend a little extra cash. A good is any form of a tax on the young it
that older relative who comes for a example leads me back to my un- certainly isn't music, college maybe,
visit and walks into your room and named professor who lectured us but not music.
upon hearing two seconds worth of about the evils of "the man with the
Perhaps more important than all
the music you're listening to says, little white glove" and what he and these things, without music I
"How can you understand a word of other musicians were doing to our wouldn't have this job.
young minds. Every night after that

By HOLLY M. BOECKMAN

that gibberish? I'll never understand

Financial Aid
The Family Financial Statement
packets for the 1992-93 academic
school year are available in the Financial Aid Office-108 Somsen, and
the Student Senate Office in Kryzsko
Commons.
For priority consideration applications should be signed and postmarked to ACT no sooner than Jan.
1 and no later than April 1.
Applications should include
information from a completed 1991
tax return.
Students sending the FFS to ACR
with a postmark after April 1, will
have their awards done on a rolling
basis and may not receive their aid
until September.
These students should be prepared to pay for Fall Quarter expenses from their own resources.
Students sending the FFS to ACT
with a postmark after July 1 will in
all probability not receive their aid
until well into Fall Quarter.
These students should be prepared to pay for Fall Quarter expenses from their own resources,
because if an award has not been
made, a deferment will not be done
by accounts receivable.

English/Math
Placement Testing
All new students must take the
English and mathematics placement
exams.
Exempt are transfer students who
have credit for college-level English
and/or mathematics courses.
Admitted students may take the
exam at any scheduled time prior to
registering for their initial English
composition and mathematics
courses.
Students must register to take the
tests by visiting the Advising and
Retention Office, Phelps 129, or by
calling 457-5600. Students must bring
photo I.D. to the testing site.
There are three test dates left this
school year: Friday, April 24 1-3 p.m.
in Minne 107, Wednesday, April 29,
6-8 p.m. in Minne 105 and Friday.
June 12, 8:30-10:30 a.m. in Minne 107.
For additional information, call the
advising and Retention Office, 4575600.

Community Dance
Program
The Community Dance Program
at WSU is now taking registration for

class I couldn't wait to get to my car

THERE ARE MVO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 3219, Warminster,
PA 18974-9845. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE:

spring Ballroom Dance class scheduled to run Sunday evenings, March
29-May 17 from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Instructor Sharon Bauer will
teach beginning waltz, swing,
foxtrot, and polka.
Bauer encourages early registration because class size is limited
and fills quickly. Cost of the classes
is $29 per person.
The class may be taken for credit
through WSU, with additional tuition charge. For more information
or to register contact Bauer at 4525151.
For credit option call the WSU
Continuing Education Office at 4575080.

Physical Education
Majors/Minors
Organizational meeting of the
Physical Education Major and Minors Club will be on Monday, April
13 at 7:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall
Room 210.
Election of officers and approval
of constitution will take place.
If you can not attend please contact Sue Ann Mullen, Memorial
Hall, Room 118. Any questions call
Dawn Reitman at 452-3009.

Dertinger's Diner: tasty breakfast
By GREGG DERTINGER

2 Tbls. sugar
3 Tbls. melted butter
Add buttermilk to eggs. Blend well. Stir in dry ingredients. Blend in
I'm sure most of you know how to make a good tasting breakfast. butter. Pour batter onto hot greased grill. Bake until edges are cooked, turn
Here are a couple of great recipes you may want to try.
and bake other side. Top with whatever makes you happy.

Cooking Columnist

BISCUITS AND GRAVY

PANCAKES
2 eggs beaten
2 c. buttermilk
1 1/2 c. flour
3 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt

11

For this recipe there is the option of making your own buscuits or using the
box kind.

Biscuits
2 c. self rising flour
3 Tbls. sugar
1 c. milk
Combine all ingredients in bowl. Dough should be sticky but not sticky,
enough to stick to the sides of the bowl. Drop in 2 inch mounds onto greased
cookie sheet.
Bake at 400 degrees for 15 to 20 minutes or until tops are golden brown.

Gravy
1 package of pork sausage
2 c. chicken broth
2 c. flour
salt and pepper
Fry sausage according to package directions. Remove sausage from fry
pan but leave the grease. Add the flour to the grease to make a mix. Cook 10
to 15 minutes to remove the taste of the flour. Heat Chicken broth until
boiling. Add portions of the mixture to the broth a little at a time. This will
thicken the broth to make a gravy.
The gravy will thicken as it cooks so don't add all the roux at once. Season
to taste with salt and pepper. Once desired gravy thickness is reached, add
the cooked sausage to the gravy. Stir and pour over biscuits.

our
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One A.D.
for all
athletics
a poor
decision

WSU searching for single A.D.
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

Winona State University, in an
attempt to save money, time and in
order to change with the times, will
combine its men's and women's
athletic departments to all fit under
one roof - and one Athletic Director.
The change will take place at the
beginning of June, and will actually
occur when the new A.D., who will
be in charge of the whole department, takes charge.
Unlike rumors to the contrary, the

By JEN VON ALLMEN
Sports Columnist

This week, I've decided, after
a little prodding from the Sports
Editor himself, to take on an issue with more "meat." After all,
I was asked to write this column
with the intention of relaying a
female viewpoint of sports re
lated issues.
The issue I'd like to address
this column is one that has been
on rny mind fora couple of weeks
now. The elimination of the
womens' athletic director's
postition and consolidating the
responsibilities into a single position is a concern of mine.
In general, women's athletics
across the country have advanced significantly over the
years. My mom was on the very
first interschool basketball team
offered by her high school.
Twenty some years later, I recently finished my third year of
women's intercollegiate basketball.
This past February I partici
pated in a parade of female athletes at half time of our basketball
game against Southwest State
University (we won that one I
might add). The parade honored female athletes at Winona
State University. Such ceremo
nies were going on all across the
country. Title IX was recognized
as a document which gave female
athletes equivalent opportunities
as their male counterparts.
However, in my four years
here at WSU, I've seen the situation in the women's athletic
program go from bad to worse.
When Alice Simpson was
head coach of the women's basketball program, she brought to
our attention the underlying financial problems in the athletic
department. When Simpson was
hired and signed a four-yearcontract, she was promised an
increase in scholarship and other
funds. Did she see this happen?
No. Instead, she saw her funds
cut again and again. She now
coaches at the University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse where she
had no money to work with.
In my first year here at
Winona State, all female athletes
were recognized at the end of the
year with a brunch banquet at
Zach's on the Tracks. It was a
ceremony which included a
guest speaker, and each coach
spoke of their team and their
past season and a few awards
were given out. Last year we
were unable to have such an
event because of a "lack of
funds." These three words are
being thrown around a little too
often here at Winona State, especially regard ing womens' athletics. Fortunately, this May we are
again having a banquet to honor
the female athletes.
Another example of the dismal shape of the womens' athletic
program occured this past year
with the womens' basketball
program. When Alice Simpson
left last June, the university
conducted an internal search for
a replacement. The lack of
committment to womens' athletics was quite evident when
they hired an inexperienced
coach in Lynn Baber. This is not
a blow at Baber, but it's a blow to
those who had a hand in hiring
her. For Baber, it was a great
chance to gain experience and
use WSU as a stepping stone for
her career. And if WSU doesn't
get its act together, that is exactly
what her successors will be doing also.
Recently, womens' athletics
at Winona State took another
large step backwards. The
women's athletic director position is being eliminated and
combined into one position.
Once again the phrase "lack of
funds" rears its ugly head.
If lack of funds is the reason
here, I ask how can paying Les
Wothke, the new men's head

See von Allmen, page 1

job isn't being handed to Dr. Steven
Juaire, the present men's A.D., al-

though he should be considered the
front-runner for the new position. A

Stephen Juaire

search among Winona State faculty
for the new A.D. is being conducted
by Dr. Otto Frank, Dean of the College of Education. There has been a
lot of speculation that the Women's
A.D. job is just being eliminated and
that Juaire would simply be promoted.

"If we would have done it that
way, we wouldn't open it up forothers
to apply," Frank said.
At the present, most colleges and
universities have the entire athletic
department being guided by one
person. Very few schools have separate functioning Athletic Directors.
"We're conducting the search
primarily for the purpose of efficiency," Frank said. "We'd have one
person overseeing the whole department."
Dr. Gary Grob, head coach of the
WSU baseball team, agreed with Dr.
Frank, saying, "Most schools have
only one Athletic Director. I think it's
best."
According to Dr. Frank, the position is being open to anybody who is
qualified enough and wants the position.
"We're opening (the position) up
in order to give others a chance for
the position," he said.
Dr. Frank will be accepting applications forthe new position until April

20. Following that, a search committee will be named and an interim
Athletic Director will be named by
the end of April.
"Right now, we're just finding out
who the applicants are. The memo
just went out about the search," Frank
said. "We're in no big hurry. We have
two functioning A.D.'s until June."

New mascot needed
The WSU athletic department is
looking for a few good men (and
women) or at least one of each.
Winona State, according to Juaire,
will display a new mascot for all
athletic competitions next year. One
man and one woman will be chosen
to dress up as a Trojan Warrior and
parade around . The Warrior will also
rid e a horse around at outdoor games.
Those who are interested need to
be in physically good shape and must
contact Dr. Juaire at 457-5212 for more
information.

Gall Grimm

Mistake-ridden baseball team swept twice
Warrior errors
lead to sweeps
at the hands of
Saint Mary's,
UW-Oshkosh as
WSU tumbles

WSU in
for rare
off-year
By JONATHAN MAZE

By JONATHAN MAZE

Sports Columnist

Sports Editor

"Struggle, struggle, struggle."
These are the words of Winona
State University baseball coach Dr.
Gary Grob as he described how the
1992 season has gone so far.
It has been typically un-warriorlike.
WSU fell victim to mistakes and
poor defense this past week as the
Warriors dropped four to Saint
Mary's College and the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
In the first series against the Cardinals, WSU fell 3-2 in the first game
and 12-3 in the night-cap. On Saturday, the Warriors were out-gunned
by Oshkosh 3-1 and 11-1.
"We're just not executing our elementary fundamentals," Grob said.
"We're having problems with our
catching and throwing.
"For the most part (our problems)
have been defensive. If I knew why,
I'd have the problem solved in a
minute."
The cross-town rival Cardinals
took advantage of some ugly defense
in their sweep of the Warriors. WSU
committed seven errors in the two
games, and this led to five runs for
SMC.
In the first game, WSU took a 2-0
lead by the second inning. But two
errors in the third led to two Cardinal
runs. SMC's Rod Hutchens scored
the winning run in the bottom of the
seventh to win the game.
Ken Vincent started the game and
played tremendously well for the

The Winona State University
baseball team has become a fixture
at the top of the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference stand-

Brian Basham/Winonan Staff
Joe Marley, Junior pitcher, was the starting pitcher in the second game of a double header against the
Saint Mary's on Friday. The Warriors dropped both games to the Cardinals.

Warriors. Vincent went the distance
and struck out seven and walked five
while giving up five hits and three
runs (one earned).
Kyle Yeske was the Warrior-destroyer in the second game. Yeske
went 3-for-3 with four RBI's and a
double.
Joe Marley started and got the loss
for WSU. Marley lasted 41/3 innings,
and gave up 11 hits and eight runs.
Winona State managed to get only
eight hits, two of them off the bat of
Jeremy Kendall.
On Saturday, the Warriors went

to Oshkosh and found more of the
same, except better, from the other
team's perspective. WSU could get
only eight hits in the two games off
Oshkosh pitching.
JoeTaschetta started the first game
and had a rather impressive outing.
He allowed three runs on six hits
while striking out five. Roy Schalwig
had the lone RBI in the game.
In the night-cap, WSU pitchers
Steve Klunder and Rod Staffert had a
huge amount of problems. Staffert
had been going along fine through
the first four innings, limiting the
Titans to only one run. But then the

sky fell in during the fifth as Oshkosh
exploded for 10 runs in the inning to
end the game.
"We've went through personel
changes and it still seems to happen,"
said Grob, referring to the defensive
struggles.
Grob also said that the two teams,
the Titans and the Cardinals, are very
formidable opponents.
"Those two will probably run into
each other in the playoffs," he said.
With the lost week, the Warriors
fell to 6-13 on the season.

ings for the past few years. Historically, the Warriors are the
among the creme de la creme of
baseball programs in the NAIA.
They have won eight NIC titles
and have been to the World Series
so many times you want to hurl, or
at least all the other conference
teams do.
Unfortunately, the way things
have gone so far in 1992, there won't
be a 9th NIC title, and a World
Series would be like dreaming the
impossible dream.

See Maze, page 1

"This was not projected to be an
off-season," Grob said. "I didn't anticipate this. I had high hopes for this
club. Higher than usual."
Grob also stressed the fact that
there still is plenty of time for im- ,
provement.
"We haven't even started the conference season yet," he said.
The Warriors played in a doubleheader against the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse on Tuesday -a game
which was played after this edition of,
the Winonan went to press.

WSU track teams
set school marks
By JAY THOMAS
Asst. Sports Editor
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Lasantha Dahanaike, Aaron Specht, and Mike Gatlin run to assist Steve Peterson in tackling a
UM-Duluth back at the Rugby game Saturday at the Winona Technical College. The Doggs
beat both Duluth and UW La Crosse.

Despitebeing undermanned in the
spring track season opener, the
Winona State University men's track
team held their ground as they participated in the Luther College tournament this past Saturday in Iowa.
The Warriors broke two school
records in the meet, finishing tenth
out of the eleven schools competing.
One of the records was the 4 x 200
relay, with a time of 1:32.2, finishing
third. The WSU lineup for that one
was Dan Stein, Scott Bublitz, John
Krueger, and Reidouane Briou.
The second Warrior track record
was the 1600 medley relay. The team
of Stein, Krueger, Mike Sarner, and
Brian Le Monds streaked to a second
place finish, with a time of 3:36.30.
"We did very well," Coach Beth
Howe mentioned of the meet. 'The
highlight is the second place finish in
the 1600 medley relay. There were
two heats, and we basically ran alone
in first place. It was a good meet for
Women place eighth
Last weekend signified the begin-

ning of the spring track season, and
the Winona State University women's
track and field team bumped elbows
with ten other schools in the Luther
College tournament last Saturday in
Iowa.
The Warriors finished ninth out of
the eleven schools participating,
notching eight total points. Host
Luther College and UW-Eau Claire
tied for victory with 131 points.
"It was encouraging," Coach
Marjorie Moravec said of the meet.
"We did all right. We scored in all the
relays, so we did well."
One record was smashed by the
Warriors, that of the 4 X 200 relay
with a time of 1:56.6., finishing in
seventh place in the meet. Heather
Hamilton, Maureen Ryan, Carrie
Whalen, and Sandy Fishbaugher did
the honors.
In the 4 X 800 relay, WSU finished
up in sixth place with a time of 10:34.
Kendra Larsen, Monica Grensen,
Melissa Aspen, and Maureen Ryan
ran the route for the Warriors.
Next week the Warriors travel up
to UW-Eau Claire to take part in an
eighteen-team meet on Saturday,
April 11.
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Softball team wins three
MIKE HANSON

Now for the Warrior Classic,
which featured other teams like the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire,
UW-LaCrosse, Mount Senario, St.
Mary's, Moorhead State and UWRiver Falls.
On Saturday, the Warrior women
faced UW-LaCrosse. The Warriors
had six hits, but were plagued by
leaving base runners on base.
"We just weren't hitting when we
had runners in scoring position," said
coach Bailey.
After four innings the score was
one apiece, but the Eagles scored two
more runs in the fifth inning to take
the lead for good and best Winona
State 3-1.
Terri Vineyard allowed nine hits
and no walks for the Warrior loss.
Kari Russell went 2-for-4 at the plate.
Later on Saturday, Winona State
played UW-River Falls. The first two
runs in the game didn't come until
the fifth inning when the Falcons
scored. Later in the seventh inning
River Falls made some errors and the
Warriors managed a run. But in the
end the Warrior sluggers fell to the
Falcons by the score of 3-1.
In both games, the Warriors left 19
runners on base.
Sunday it was a new day, new
games, new teams, and the same

Sports Reporter

Brian Basham/Whonan Staff
Karl Russell, sophomore shortstop, reaches for the tag during the UW-River Falls match-up in a game on
Saturday during the softball teams Warrior Classic.

the lack of it?
Don't get me wrong, I know that I
couldn't go in there and resurrect the
program, but for crying out loud we're
talking about a bunch of players who
are playing like they got holes in their
Continued from, page 12
gloves. Because of that, the Warriors
You knew immediately that this have been dropping more games
was an off-season when Winona State because of mistakes and errors than
was swept by none other than Saint freshmen do Physics classes
I don't really know why WSU isn't
Marys College last week. Granted,
the Cardinal team will be a formidible playing good defense, the team just
one this year (they're presently isn't. It could have been the Florida
undefeated), but as a friend of mine trip, and it also could be the fact that
told me "(WSU) usually beats them the season is so young (I like that
pretty handily anyway. (WSU) must theory, but you don't see every other
team commit five errors per game).
not be that good this year."
Don't get me wrong, every team Regardless, if the Warriors don't reneeds an off-season and the Warriors pair the holes and start playing deare still relatively young, but at the fense the way they can (and we all
time this column was written, WSU know they can), we might even be
talking, dare I say it? - a losing record.
had lost 11 of its past 12 games.
However, now is not the time to
Definitely an off-season.
The question I am bringing up, give up. Dr. Gary Grob has coached
however, is why are they playing so since the American Revolution so he
poorly? How can a team with a po- knows what's going on. The team
ential Major League centerfielder in also has some excellent players that
Jeremy Kendall and a well-above- have the talent to pick up and save
par starting pitching rotation fall prey the rest of the year. But they must do
it now, before the conference season
to sub-par programs?
Then again, this is baseball, just begins. If they do, there still is a chance
about the most unpredictable sport to take that ninth MC crown.
Otherwise it's "just wait 'till next
in human history. I might as well ask
year."
why God created mosquitoes.
, The problem that has plagued the
FROM THE RUMOR MILL...
Warriors so far this season has been dare I say it? - Defense. Or shall I say

Maze

All year long, more rumors have
flown around about the state of WSU
athletics than hens in a fox-laden
chicken coop. Most of which have
surrounded the men's basketball
program.
One so-far unsubstantiated rumor
- and a hot one at that - surrounds the
fate of the WSU running programs.
There has been a lot of whispering
that in order to get more money directed to Les Wothke and the basketball program, the athletic department
is considering making the cross
country and track teams club sports
in order to divert the money to
Wothke's program. Another, more
realistic rumor just says that there
will be only one coach for all four
men's and women's track and cross
country teams instead of two, like
there is now. I wouldn't be surprised
if something is done about the running teams before the year is up.
Remember, these are just rumors,
purely unproven, unfactual rumors.

Intimidation was absent. Determination was !present_ in the second
game. Last Wednesday the Winona
State softball team took on Luther
College of Iowa, the number 13 team
in the nation in a recent NCAA Division HI pole. This past weekend the
team hosted the Wa rrior Cla ssic down
at Lake Park. The Warriors played
five games in two days.
But first was the doubleheader
versus the Luther Norsemen. In game
one the Warriors suffered their first
defeat of the season 5-3.
"We played really well and hit
good. We split with them last year."
replied coach Jo Ellen Bailey.
Kerry Dunlavy pitched 6 innings
and allowed 8 hits in being credited
for the loss. Winona State had 10 hits
in game one.
Obviously the lady sluggers were
not intimidated by Luther, because
in the second game the Warriors gave
the Norsemen a 13-5 thrashing.
Kerri Vineyard was the winning
pitcher for the Warriors. Vineyard
allowed 8 hits in 7 innings. Kari
Grovdahl, a freshman catcher, had
one hit with four RBIs. Janice Kriener
had 2 hits for 3 RBIs.

Next up for the Warrior softball
team is Duluth on Wednesday, and
then the Southwest State Tournament
in Marshall Minnesota.

NHL players need more cash
ESPN and USA dropped NHL games
We will never know. Maybe during
the seasons in which these stations
held the rights to NHL games, they
We would like tti'itsCilitrAhitig experienced a decline of viewership.
Rumors have been passed along
off OUT chest that's been bothering us
ever since it started and that is the that NBC has showed intergOtin.
National Hockey League strike. Any viding some additional coverage beway you look At it;W#hei4Orst time . side s the All-Star games which
they've telecasted the past f&V years.
to have this sort of negativism.
In case you haven't followed the What it boils down to is that hockey is
case, the players and owners are at a not advertised and this is due to the
disagreement over the issue of cards. owners of the respective teams. Take
That's right cards, we're talking the a look at what Norm Green did with
things you by in packs or boxes that a faltering North Stars program. He
4ug into his pocket, put advertising
used to .come with sticks of
The owners feel that they areiq on local television and gambled at
getting enough cash for the price the the right time as the North Stars adplayers make posing for theifPhot : vanced to 04-Stanley Cup Fmals last
year, pulling the fans back into the
on the fronts of cai
In is o ion, the owners are :'Stands. That's what all NHL teams
eed to do in order to put more intereing ridiculous in the
;t 'into a game that was invented in
mini aria the salaries ..o
artada, but has shown the most
other sports:•:U
pia
bage ketball or'football;:thige popularity in Minnesota as well as
players iave much larger salaries the Eastern part of theUnited States.
So, what is the solution? Write
simply because their money mainly
comes from the funding of network your team owners and tell them how
you feel. All you Blackhawks' fans,
television.
Now why has stations such as write your stingy, rude, disrespectful

TALKIN' TRASH
BY KLIP AND CADDIE

.

THOUGHTS OF THE WEEK...
Speaking of Wothke, our new
coach was in Minneapolis this past
weekend for the Final Four where he
had lunch with Ohio State University
coach Randy Ayers and spent some
time with Steve (don't call me 'Bill")
Fisher, coach of the runner-up
Michigan Wolverines. Think this guy
doesn't have connections?

Classic. Winona State went 2-1 for the
day against Mount Senario, Saint
Mary's and UW-Eau Claire.
In The first game, the Warriors
could not do anything wrong. They
walloped Mt. Senario 10-0.
Vineyard allowed no walks and
only 4 hits in her first shutout of the
season. Janice Kriener went 3-4, while
Colleen Perkinson went 3-3 at the
plate for the Warriors.
The next team on the Warrior "hit"
list was Saint Mary's. The game went
into extra innings, but the Warrior
women came out on top 8-7.
Dunlavy was credited with the
win. She allowed nine hits and two
walks. Grovdahl led the way for
Winona State hitting 4-4 at the plate
including two doubles and a triple.
Trimble went 2-3 and also recorded a
triple.
Eau Claire ended the short winning streak of Winona State on Sunday. The Blugolds routed the Warriors 6-0.
Vineyard gave up eight hits and
one walk. Kriener did her job at the
plate, going 2-3.

von Allmen
Continued from page 12
basketball coach over $40,000 be justified?
Don't misunderstand me, I fully support a successful men's program here
at Winona State, but it should not be at the expense of the women's athletic
programs.
Why would the administration want to combine the athletic director
duties at a time when womens' athletics is at a crucial turning point? Now is
when a womens' athletic director should be giving attention to rebuilding the

owner Mr. Wurtz and tell him to getoff the sauce-he recently received a
DWI-and quit pinching pennies and
allow the Hawk fans to not only see
home games in the regular season,
but the playoff games as well. What
kind of a owner could be so disrespectful to his loyal, rowdy fans- that
pack the Chicago Stadium every
game- that he would disallow the
viewing of the team's home games
simply to make a extra buck

Now, why do the owners feel a
need to take part of a players' benefit
or reward away from them we do not
know. Take for example some upartcl-coming players such as JeremyRoeitkk or Trevor Linden whose values have increased rapidly for their
respective teams. How can a owner
want to take any more money away
from the player when they are already scoring at the box office? The
owners want to increase the profit to
two-thirds of each card which we
consider highway-robbery.
Give the players a break and allow
them to earn what they deserve.

womens' programs.
The womens' basketball program is in search of a new coach. I wonder if
they are looldng to bring a Division I coach - like Wothke - to Winona State to
promote the program?
Ken Gibson recently finished a successful first year at the healm of the
gymnastics team. He needs a supportive athletic director who won't be
distracted with the problems of the men's program at the same time.
If track and cross country are going to survive at WSU, recruiting is going
to have to be a priority in which the athletic director will need to tend to.
Maybe the real question that WSU should ask is how important is athletics,
or more directly womens' athletics, to this institute of higher education.
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The Winonan is now
accepting applications
for the following
positions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assistant News Editor
Assistant Variety Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Assistant Photography Editor
Cartoonists
Columnists
Secretary
Copy Editors
Distribution Manager
Advertising Representatives
News Reporters
Sports Reporters
Photographers
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GET MEGATIZED!!

Every Thursday "Get Megatized" at Chula Vista's!
Savings is bigger when you use your MEGA CARD.
Special Offer For Student's Only:

W.,
ill:

Stop by the Winonan to
fill out an application.
Located in the lower
hyphen.
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Classified
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Thinking of taking some time off
from School? We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS?NANNIES. We have
prescreened families to suit you.
Live in exciting New York suburbs.
We are established since 1984 and
have a strong support network.
1-800-222-xtra.

115 E. 5th st. 3 yr old Bldg A/C,
Parking, 4 either, 2 lg. Bds, All
utilities pd. $165ea $75ea summer,
Laundry, New Blinds. Mike 4-7270.
Delux 3 Br, 119 E. 5th . 2 Baths, air
Free laundry 5-6 either. Dishwasher
Disposal, New carpet. $900/$450
summer. Mike 454-7270.
371 Grand 2 Bd, good condition, all
utilities pd, 4 either, new blinds, 12
mo. lease, $135 each, 3 people
180 each. Mike 4-7270.
Nice Apt., less than 4 blocks trom
WSU. 4 or 5 females. 12 month
lease, 155/mo. heat paid. Available
June 1, 1992. Call Prof. Salyerds
452-7635.
Available for next school year. One,

$40,000/yr READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't
like" forms. EASY! Fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour
Recording 801-379-2925 Copyright
#MN16KEB

Summer Camp Positions offer a
challenging outdoor work experience
with girls ages 6-17 while you earn an
excellent salary, lodging, board, insurance, travel, and work experience.
Camp Tahigwa, located near Decorah
in northeast Iowa, has the following
positions open: Waterfront, Health
Supervisor, Unit leader, Unit counselors. Dates of employment are June 10
to August 8, 1992. For additional
information or application, contact
Conestoga Council of Girl Scouts, 319232-6601 or 1-800-772-0043(in Iowa).
Equal Opportunity Employer.

PERSONALS
Tattooing & Exotic Piercing
From mild to wild! New sterile
needles per person. 20,000 designs
or yours. Piercing; eyebrows,

nostrils, navel, nipples, and exotic
piercing. Tiger Lily Tattoo Ltd. Hwy
14 downtown Stockton (507) 689-

Two, Four and Five Bedroom
Apartments. For More info phone
Mike 454-7270.

SECRET LOANS! We lend money
by mail-$300 to $5000 in absolute
2953.
FOR SALE
Dustmanprivacy, Borrow for any good
Thank you for a GREAT three
reason. No co-signers. No mortCHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
months! Any chance for renewing it?
gages. Write for details and
$200
89 MERCEDES
Love, Lisa
application-no obligation. Financial
$50
86 VW
Dan D of 3rd MoreyServices, Dept. L, Box 413, Pelham,
$100
87 MERCEDES
1 really think you're cute and would
Alabama 35124. Enclose envelope!
$50
65 MUSTANG
like to be more than the friends we
Choose from thousands starting $25
already are!
24 Hour Recording Reveals STOP!!! Need a summer job? We
FREE
Hint; I'm a junior & Brunette
need students to stuff our Sales
Details 801-379-2929 Copyright #
Circulars! Excellent wages-$3 per
To whom it SHOULD concern:
MN16KJC
Must sell: Navy, envelope! Full or part time! Start
Any of you who passed up my
Cash
Fast
Need
spring
Snuggle Bunny offer-here's
size 9 Girbaud Jeans $10.00, Lava now and continue into summer!
another chance, take me up on this!
lamp $3.50, Silk Panties 10 for Send a long S.A.S. Envelope:
I'm clean cut and cuddly. Give me a
$1.00(some may have been worn once Galaxee Distributors, Suite 7-a,
or twice) Call 454-5418. Ask for Kair 2121 Hillwood Rd. Forked River, NJ call 453-1719
08731.
or Robyn

I- Brides To Be
1992 - 1993
FREE
complimentary issue of

Collision • Paint • Frame

Minnesota Bride®
Name
Address
City
Zip
Phone
Wedding Date

St.

Mail To: Minnesota Bride
2525 Nevada Av, N. #202
Minneapolis, MN 55427
This automatically registers you for
monthly drawings for wedding gifts:
Limos, Rowers, Bridal Suites, etc..]

M.N.It's too bad you didn't hear my side.
I wish you would.
-90210 Emily

Hey Pi Lam HubbiesThanks for the Champagne wishes
and caviar dreams last Sat. night. A
wonderful time was had by all! Y'all
are awesome!
Love, The women of Tri-Sigma

....

......... .......

.

Wacko & MichCongratulations on you impending
doom!
-LJ
Miss Davis1 ain't too proud to beg!!!!!
-LJ

..... , ......

............ , ...

.......... . :„,„.

$ SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

regardless of grades or income

200,000 sources representing
$10 billion. All you have to do
is apply. Call 1-800-783-7413
for recorded information.

WANTED: Roomates and place to
live next year, fall thru spring. No
smokers, close to campus. Call Chet
454-8498 or Steve 452-0296
Attention: We are 8 lonely guys
looking for companionship (other than
each other) Please call: Stew Walters,
Dave Esser, Steve "Evil" Rickleff,
Gerald Reger, Kevin Campbell, Bob
Jones, Doug Shoefelt at 452-7273.
Looks are not important!

WANTED:
Students to rent
two bedroom
apartments near
campus,
furnished.

DahlThanx for the use of JJ173. Sorry

for my poor judgement.
LJ

CALL: 454-1909

Away!
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
Oslo
Paris
Zurich

$355*
$369*
$395*
$355*
$379*

1501 University Avenue S.E. 3rd Floor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Sorry about the "Bumps"...Please stop in for a free estimate
— if we're privileged with your repair,
we'll give you $25.00 toward a night on the town.

Call for a FREE 1992 student
travel catalog!

Council Travel

612-379-2323

TwoConvenient Locations

Street and In the Winona Mall

NNfS

, ''''''''''

CrustyCan we oil your hamster wheel?
How about going to your favorite study
place?
Love, C&D's Excellent adventure

FREE COURTESY CARS

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 Dan A Week
;44

Thanksto Sigmas, Deephers, and
Phi Theta Chi for making the 3rd
Annual PI LAM Marriage/Divorce
party a HUGE success. Our "Marriage Blues" are cured!
Love , Honor, Obey and Cherish,
the PI LAMS

*Fares are each way from Minneapolis based on a
roundtrip purchase. Student status may be required.
Taxes not included and restrictions apply.

"Winona's Largest
Largest Locally Owned Super Market"

"WE'RE YOUR
CENTER FOR'

W.D. (Spanky-The Limp One)
What happened to your fuel injector unit? In this case we don't think you
need more!
-The D. Dawgs & Mr. J

507-454-6964
1272 Breezy Lane • Breezy Acres • Winona, MN 55987
Craftsman... Since 1970

Mildtown
pads
126 East

'''

Downtow a d nonq Mall
-40104u.411,

4141.NSat

CORN DOGS
RATTER WRAPPED
• FRANKFURTERS
ON A STICK

FAR STEAD

•

CORN DOGS

$ 169
te.

CHICKEN si3NR A S

*2"

t.

HIRE FARM POLSKA

KIELBASA OR SMOKED
SAUSAGE
REGULAR
OR LITE

$1 99

BANANAS
DA ©UR 123,

M&M

*1"

29

'1 69

